
 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1961 - New crisis 

  

Compared to fighting, Ayala, Padu and others are more willing to farm to make money. They are really 

too rich. The expenses allocated from military expenditures from all over the world are now occupied by 

Lu Yang and their affiliated guilds. . 

 

The previous affiliated guilds were able to play, thanks to Ayala, Padu and others who provided funding 

to help them out. Otherwise, it would not be possible to rely on Lu Yang alone. 

 

Paddu said: “Your Excellency, please rest assured, we will try our best to farm the land when we return.” 

 

Ayala, Sidder and others nodded. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Enjoy the farmland. The three areas bordering the enemy are guarded by 

players from the Jagged Brotherhood. You just need to make money.” 

 

Everyone smiled. 

 

Here while Lu Yang was chatting with Padu and others, on the other side, Steiger and a group of special 

organization members who had arrived after hearing the news appeared one after another. 

 

Steiger stared at Lu Yang gloomily. He knew that Lu Yang had calmed down all areas of the New World 

except for their three areas. The vast central area, the affluent eastern area, and the southern area were 

all under Lu Yang’s control. District, now Lu Yang is coming to beat him. 

 

“We don’t know how long our defense can last.” The vice president Dirk beside him shook his head and 

said. 



 

This sentence represents the aspirations of all players in the Steiger area, and Lu Yang has put too much 

pressure on them. 

 

Steiger said calmly: “Be confident that we are everywhere in mountains. With our weapons and 

equipment, there is absolutely no problem in holding.” 

 

The reason why his players can persist is that the weapons in their hands and the mountains under their 

feet, the endless hills and the highlands, make the attacking team able to attack less than a thousand 

people at a time, even There are only 30 people in the narrowest place. 

 

Although they all know that defense is easy and difficult to attack, they are scared, after all, Lu Yang and 

the Jagged Brotherhood swept the entire Central Continent. 

 

“It’s best to attract the Jagged Brotherhood to attack once, so that everyone’s morale will return.” A 

blond-haired player next to him said grimly. He is the deputy head of the inquisitor, a secret 

organization cooperating with Steiger. Thomas. 

 

Steiger also felt this way. If he could give them a head-on attack when the Jagged Brotherhood was at its 

peak, this would greatly ease the panic of his players. 

 

“I’ll try it.” Steiger didn’t know where he got a flying dragon. He flew up and stopped when he came 50 

meters in front of Lu Yang. 

 

Although there are countless air combat careers in the Jagged Brotherhood, Steiger is now anxious for 

Lu Yang to kill him, and the morale of his players will rise. Unfortunately, he knows that Lu Yang will not 

let his men do this. 

 

Lu Yang saw Steiger and signaled his players to back off. He came to a position 3 meters in front of 

Steiger and stopped. He sighed and said, “Why bother? What’s the point of fighting any longer.” 

 

Steiger knew that Lu Yang would say this, and said with a sneer: “It is not only your dream to conquer 

the entire new continent, but also the dream of me, Liu Jie and Chekova. Although you are the closest, I 

You and my brothers will never admit defeat. It is absolutely impossible for you to kill from me.” 



 

Lu Yang said: “It’s not that you don’t know that my 300,000 mad wolves have entered the area 

controlled by Liu Jie one after another. Liu Jie’s farmland is unable to develop. The air force will be 

hovering over your head all day long. I compete.” 

 

Of course Steiger knows these things, but he is not reconciled. For more than three years, for this new 

continent, he has been fighting for more than three years. He fights hard to lay down such a large area, 

but now he wants Let him give up all this, how could he agree. 

 

“If you have the courage to attack, defeat me, and I will admit defeat.” Steiger said proudly. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I know you want to attract me to beat you, but it doesn’t make sense. 

We both have spies from the other side. I know what your strength is. Now I am attacking and I just 

want to suffer. .” 

 

Steiger was a little surprised. He thought that Lu Yang would be arrogant, but he couldn’t make it so 

dull. His heart sank a little and said, “You don’t want to try? Don’t regret it, it gave us a chance to 

develop. You have no chance.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “I am still very clear about my own strength. I will not do what I cannot do. You 

can tell your subordinates what I said to boost their morale, but you have to know , I won’t fight this 

time. When I come next time, it’s time for a fatal blow.” 

 

Steiger was speechless. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “Don’t think that those temples, saints, judges, etc. are so powerful. If they are 

really tyrannical, I won’t be able to go to this day. It’s just a group of ordinary players who pretend to be 

a ghost. This game can still be developed The level of is up to level 200. You don’t have much time, old 

man, I don’t want you to be defeated and leave like everyone else. Think about it, maybe we have other 

solutions.” 

 

He was not purely fooling Steiger. He really didn’t want to see Steiger leave in such a miserable defeat. 

He had known each other for more than four years. Although he was an enemy, Steiger did not cause 

any trouble to Lu Yang. Instead, he helped land. Yang blocked Liu Jie for six years. 



 

If he can, Lu Yang really hopes to become friends with Steiger, but the price Steiger has to pay is to 

surrender himself. It depends on Steiger’s own thinking. 

 

Steiger looked at Lu Yang in shock, and said: “Don’t want to lie to me, there has never been any kindness 

to the enemy on the battlefield.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You have never been my enemy. Why is this kind of benevolence? I know you 

are entangled in this matter. I am not in a hurry to persuade you. Pull black, we can chat at any time, 

and I will not trouble you first in the following battles, but will find Chekova first.” 

 

Steiger smiled and said, “Aren’t you afraid I will tell her?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s the same or not.” 

 

He finally smiled at Steiger, turned and returned to the team, took Ayala and Padu and others back to 

the Hundred Flowers Fortress, and then all the affiliated guild leaders returned to their original areas. 

 

With their return, an order spread throughout the entire New World. The Jagged Brotherhood was 

recuperating. Within half a year, there would be no war. Most players went to the Tuntian area for 

farming, and a few players stayed to prepare for defense. 

 

For a while, the entire New World was in an uproar. Everyone thought that Lu Yang would wipe out the 

last three guilds in one go, but they didn’t expect Lu Yang to give such an order. 

 

Inside the live broadcast room. 

 

Du Bin said with emotion: “This matter is also very easy to understand. Lu Yang should have no money. 

The fight in this war is really too expensive. I calculated it. So far, the Jagged Brothers and the affiliates 

The guild spent a total of about 100 billion euros.” 

 

Hitomi excitedly said, “It is one trillion when converted into credit points, so much money.” 



 

The tens of thousands of players who watched the live broadcast were stunned. They were still 

wondering why Lu Yang hadn’t attacked just now. When they heard this, they understood that the 

Jagged Brothers’ funds were insufficient, and they couldn’t support another fight. battle. 

 

Inside the City Lord’s Mansion of the Hundred Flowers Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang was left with Zhuojiu, White Lion, Zhou Tianming and other vice-chairmen. He looked at 

everyone and said with a serious expression: “Brothers, we are now facing a huge crisis. If we don’t 

Well, we may be driven back into the tiger’s mouth in half a year.” 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1962 - One hundred and ninety level 

  

“Dangerous situation?” Everyone was a little surprised. 

 

Zhou Tianming frowned and asked, “Is anyone targeting us?” 

 

Obviously a full victory was about to be won, but the boss told them that it was dangerous, and 

everyone was a little confused for a while. 

 

Lu Yang said solemnly: “After half a year, most of the players in our control area have raised their level 

to 180 lower gods. Think about it, what they will do.” 

 

“There is no cost for a group of people to gather to rebel. They have nothing. It doesn’t matter if you 

lose, but you can make a huge profit if you win.” Zhuojiu said. 

 



Everyone came to understand that it turned out that Lu Yang was worried about this, but they thought 

about it carefully and found that it was really like muddy wine, which was an unsolvable problem. 

 

In the game, every once in a while, players will enter a period of sluggishness in upgrading. At this time, 

most people want to fight to ease the boring and boring upgrade. 

 

It happens that during this period of time, a large number of ordinary players have become masters of 

the lower **** level, and if people make a fuss, they will gather together to make trouble. 

 

Suppression will lead to a decline in the reputation of the guild. If it is not suppressed, it will lose the 

fortress. In short, no matter what the Jagged Brotherhood does, it will make them more and more 

unwelcome in the hearts of players all over the world. 

 

After all, this game is undead. All careerists want to compete with the Jagged Brotherhood. If they win, 

their career and love will be harvested immediately. 

 

With a large number of careerists holding this goal, it is impossible for Lu Yang to be stable. When this 

group of people continue to rebel and the Iron-Blood Brotherhood continues to suppress them, and 

finally the Iron-Blood Brotherhood reaches a peak without being seen. The control area of the 

Brotherhood will be full of turmoil, even reaching the scale of hundreds of millions of players rebelling at 

the same time. 

 

This happened once in the New World in the previous life. At that time, a guild occupied almost half of 

the map of the New World. Then the leader of the guild floated. As a result, after half a year, the 

occupied area was full of smoke and external attacks. Lost the occupied area, even the original area was 

knocked out by two-thirds, can only shrink in a small place to survive. 

 

Lu Yang has seen the experience and lessons of the previous life, so he dare not take the slightest care. 

Even if he is proud, he can imagine what the external praise has become. 

 

I am afraid that domestic players will be happy and crazy. This is the first time that domestic players 

have raised their eyebrows in front of players all over the world, because a Chinese player, leading 

Chinese players, and excellent servants from all over the world, have been killed from the Northeast. 

Southeast, from the southeast to the middle of the mainland, and then to the west of the mainland, this 



kind of joy and joy of victory has never been experienced by Chinese players, and it feels 

unprecedented. 

 

Lu Yang said more solemnly: “Guys, don’t be fooled by the mirror flowers in front of you. This is not our 

real situation. It’s just that all the enemies have been beaten by us. They are temporarily hidden. Be 

careful.” 

 

Zhuojiu, White Lion and others have already reacted, nodding their heads in response. 

 

Lu Yang saw that they already knew the seriousness of the matter, so they let everyone return to their 

respective positions. At this point, the three major areas of the Jagged Brotherhood’s external defense 

have been determined. 

 

The Rainbow Fortress of the Northwest Defense Line is defended by Zhou Tianming, and the defensive is 

the love half-life and the lovely queen. The Baihua Fortress is responsible for the defense of the White 

Lion, and the defense is Tianyao and Chen Qiang. The Tianjian Fortress and the Chiefs Fortress are 

responsible for the defense. It was Xiao Liang, and it was Old Twilight and Liang Yun who cooperated 

with the defense. 

 

Among the special legions, the arrogant 300,000 wolf legions are still active in the area controlled by Liu 

Jie. 

 

Liu Yunpeng’s moving mountain force, Li Mao and Tao Fei’s spider sister group, the White Wolf’s God 

Warrior Legion, and other special legions were all transferred to various upgrade points in the central 

control area of the New World for upgrade. 

 

Xia Yuwei led the nearly tens of millions of ordinary players under the command of Zhuifeng and other 

vice-chairmen to open up the control area of Pado, the control area of Li Wenxing, the control area of 

the Nine Star Alliance, the control area of Ayala and the original Claudio control area. An area of farming 

land, do everything possible to grab the bonus of the military spending of various countries. 

 

At the same time, Tu Feng sent a large number of spies to investigate the situation in the controlled area 

on the one hand, and continue to infiltrate the areas controlled by Liu Jie, Steiger and Chekova, and 

instigate their senior players. 

 



Lu Yang himself started a new round of speeches, on the one hand to make money and on the other to 

paralyze the enemy. 

 

At night, Lu Yang wore a helmet to sleep in the game. Black Star Fortress is now the main area for Lu 

Yang to upgrade. There is a large array of 100 Sacred Hearts, sweeping all monsters outside Black Star 

Fortress, these experiences Exclusively used by elites like Lu Yang, Li Mao, and Debuchangshi. 

 

Lu Yang’s upgrade speed was like a rocket. After half a day, Lu Yang began to participate in 

advertisements, even TV series, movies and other activities. Of course, these were all in the game. 

 

Everywhere they went, the local players would fall into madness. If they were to count the star level, Lu 

Yang stood at the highest level and no one was equal to him. 

 

This kind of life continued for a month, and Lu Yang’s level reached 191. At this time, he began to slow 

down his work. 

 

Another late night. 

 

Lu Yang moved his body in the game. The leaders of the special legions such as Debumeishi, White Wolf, 

Liu Yunpeng, and Li Mao were standing beside Lu Yang. Everyone’s expressions were excited, because 

they too Level 190, and all equipment, skills, and transfer credentials have been obtained. 

 

Tonight, Lu Yang will take them with them to open up wasteland. There are not many middle-level **** 

maps in the entire game, and there are less than a thousand in total. 

 

In the area controlled by Lu Yang, more than 800 areas were occupied, and the remaining 200 areas 

were controlled by Liu Jie, Steiger and Chekova. 

 

The biggest difference between the middle **** map and other maps is that the map here can produce 

a large number of lower **** scrolls. 

 

In other words, the things that the scrolls were ineffective to the lower gods will change from here. Lu 

Yang said to everyone: “All the silk cloth, animal skins, blood and anything you haven’t seen before have 



been hit. Items must not be thrown away. They are all concentrated on the logistics players and 

managed by them.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, we have a bottom in our hearts.” Bai Hu said with a smile while wearing a Volvara 

armor and bug suit, lifting the face shield on his head. 

 

Because the supervisors of the various war zones were unable to come, Lu Yang transferred the second-

in-command Baihu, Bailang, and Zhou Tianyan. 

 

Now the White Tiger has lined up the Volvara Armor Beetle Legion to form a fan-shaped defensive 

surface. With the assistance of 2970 Shenyan mages, 30 Celestial Array mages have already deployed 

the Celestial Array, waiting for heavy shelling. Up. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1963 - The role of God 

  

This is the first time the Jagged Brotherhood has the ability to conduct a concentrated attack on a 

certain middle **** map in this large-scale legion form. 

 

This time, the middle **** map that Lu Yang brought with the team was called Lake Kebi. It was a vast 

190-level middle **** map in the area to the right of the Rainbow Fortress. 

 

Near the edge of the lake, there are some lower gods, and when they are in the lake, they are all middle 

gods. 

 

The players brought by Lu Yang are all at level 185 or higher, and their equipment is wearing the current 

top level 180 lower **** suit, which is just right to upgrade in this area. 

 



He looked at the White Wolf, Zhou Tianyan and others who were standing in front of him, and said, “Go 

ahead.” 

 

“Yes.” White Wolf, Zhou Tianyan and others nodded excitedly, and each ran back to the team. As a 

dozen players ran to Lu Yang to blow their horns, tens of thousands of players roared towards the front 

and the left and right sides. The strange group rushed over. 

 

The Pluto shooter followed them closely, taking one step and shooting an arrow, regardless of whether 

there was a stranger ahead. Their basic range was 500 meters, and the super long-range shooting was 

2,000 meters. 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

“boom” 

 

… 

 

The 30 Celestial Array wizards around Lu Yang began to bombard the monsters in front of the Volvara 

Armored Bugs intensively. 

 

The current Celestial Array Mage belongs to the play-lai profession. As long as someone protects them, 

99 God Flame Mage provides energy for a Celestial Array Mage, which is equivalent to 1 Celestial Array 

Mage attacking. 

 

In other words, it is obvious that 30 Array Masters are fighting monsters, but the actual effect is that 300 

players are fighting monsters. 

 

The official rule is that if the number of players attacking the target exceeds 5, the monster’s attributes 

will increase by 50%. However, each Celestial Array Mage only attacks targets within their range, which 

is equivalent to an attack launched by 100 people. However, even as an attack launched by one person, 

the monster’s blood volume remains unchanged. 



 

A large number of monsters such as the lower **** turtles and murlocs around Lake Keby were killed in 

large numbers. They could not break through the line of defense of Volvarka armor and beetles, and 

they were also killed by the moving mountain force who stood behind. 

 

There is no need for Lu Yang to attack at this time. All he has to do is wait. After reaching level 190, the 

player will enter another stage called the Godhead stage. 

 

The lower gods only belong to the gods, that is, the gods of the lowest level, and the intermediate gods 

can have the godhead from the beginning. 

 

The meaning of the godhead is very simple, it corresponds to the nine elements of the New World, 

wind, fire, thunder, earth, water, time, space, darkness, light, and warrior force. 

 

Each of the gods is the first level of the gods. Taking the power system as an example, the first level of 

gods adds 100 points of power. After using them, the player can get 100 points of power. 

 

In the Keby Lake, the gods rich in the water system are what Lu Yang needs most at present, and 

another, there is a unique output in the Keby Lake. 

 

“Roar!” A huge wave suddenly rises on the sea in the distance. A Pluto archer may have missed it, and 

an arrow shot into the depths of the sea, shooting out the most advanced monster in Lake Keby. 

 

Sea Dragon Demon (Middle God) 

 

Level: 190 

 

Qi and blood: 800000/800000 

 

The appearance of the sea dragon demon is very special. It has a snake body with a head similar to a 

dragon. It has a pink body with limbs and three strands of brown hair on its head. It looks very beautiful 

and cute. 



 

In the last life, the player summarized the level 190 occupations. At this level, whoever can get these 

three things can rule the game. 

 

The first is the godhead. Players with a godhead are twice as powerful as players without a godhead. If 

there is an 8th-level godhead, the strength is 800 points more inherently than others, and the skill 

damage that other professions can’t resist. . 

 

The second is a god-level scroll. A scroll made of the fur and blood of a middle-level **** monster can 

cause damage to players of the god-level profession. If there are a large number of such scrolls, no guild 

can resist it. 

 

The third is the powerful professional Druid player, especially this third. Someone once said that level 

190 is the Druid’s paradise. 

 

The sea dragon demon will drop pet eggs. After the druid eats it, the druid can turn into a sea dragon 

demon. The special effect of this transformation is that the speed of movement in the sea is 5 times that 

of regular players. It understands the water system god-level spells. The range skills are extremely 

powerful, even stronger than the Tsunami Masters. 

 

In the sea, the sea dragon demon is called the strongest. On the land, the big demon is the strongest. It 

is also a druid transformation class. Unfortunately, like the sea dragon demon, such a Kebi that can’t see 

the end at a glance In the lake, only 1,000 sea dragon monsters are refreshed every day, and the 

probability of exploding sea dragon monster eggs is 30%. 

 

In other words, a maximum of 300 Sea Dragon Demon can be produced in one day. This probability is 

very rare for a guild. 

 

Fortunately, there are still 80 maps like Lake Kebi in the area controlled by the Jagged Brotherhood. As 

long as the basic mid-level **** equipment is played out here, the follow-up will be easy. 

 

Xia Yuwei appeared next to Lu Yang and said, “It seems that there is no problem here.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Then leave it to you. I’ll go to find Godhead alone.” 



 

Xia Yuwei has long been accustomed to it, and said: “It’s up to you.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, replaced the flying dragon mount, and flew in towards the mountains on the east side 

of Keby Lake. He was going to go directly to the 200th-level place. There was the sleepy **** stone 

monument. He could go directly to fight the upper **** and get 10th level or above. Godhead. 

 

One more thing, his Demon God’s Heart should also be upgraded. On the New World Map, the God-

level Demon God’s Heart can only be upgraded to level 5, but this level 5 is also enough to make him 

change the world. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s phone rang and saw that the number was from Tu Feng. He smiled and pressed the call 

button, and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “As you guessed, the countries are in chaos.” 

 

A month ago, Lu Yang had expected that players from various countries would not let the Jagged 

Brothers control such a large area for a long time. 

 

If, as before, there are actual controllers such as Ayala and Padu in each area, it is easy to handle, but 

the newly-smashed areas are all divided by Lu Yang and affiliated guilds, which is equivalent to players 

from all countries in the blood. The squeeze stage led by the Brotherhood Guild and the help of a group 

of affiliated guilds. 

 

Although Lu Yang did not squeeze them and gave them the same treatment as in other areas, the 

players in these areas were very dissatisfied. 

 

Not only them, but also in the area where Ayala and Padu are located, there are voices demanding their 

independence. This involves the dignity of players in a country, and it is not something Ayala and Padu 

can balance in other ways. 

 



Because of these voices, the players below have begun to make trouble. The most classic is the media of 

various countries, which exaggerated the amount of their country’s military expenditures provided to 

“Second World”, and this money is flowing into the iron brothers every day. League and affiliated guilds. 

 

In just one month, Lu Yang’s net income from farming farms exceeded 6 billion Euros. If you count the 

income from the fortress of the Jagged Brotherhood and the money handed in by the affiliated guilds, 

Lu Yang’s net income is equal every month. Around 10 billion euros. 

 

“Look at this video.” Tu Feng sent a file. 

 

Lu Yang clicked and took a look. In the screen, a host was shouting in a passionate tone: “This is sucking 

blood, this is the Jagged Brotherhood sucking our blood, sucking the blood of players from all over the 

world, we must unite Get up and fight against the Jagged Brotherhood and overthrow Lu Yang’s rule…” 

 

Lu Yang said with a black line in his forehead, “How can I describe me as a tyrant? This guy also 

overthrew my rule.” 

 

Tu Feng smiled and said, “Boss, this is the official media of that country. We are hated by too many 

people.” 

 

“Understandably, the military expenditures of the world, such a big piece of cake made us eat 80%, it’s 

strange that they don’t turn their faces, what’s the situation now Lu Yang said. 

 

It’s been a long time since Lu Yang went to the level 100 to 170 map. There are fortresses in the 100-

level area, the 140-level area has the fortress, and the 170-level area also has fortresses. Counting the 

self-built and all the way to occupy, the Jagged Brotherhood There are more than 6,000 fortresses in. 

 

Tu Feng said: “The current situation is okay. Most players know that they can’t provoke us, they are just 

a little trouble. No one dares to **** the fortress below, but our low-level players and affiliated guilds in 

the wild area will Was targeted.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “This is to encircle the fortress area in the wild area. You should train several forces and 

slowly gather all the rebels together. Fighting alone is too troublesome. It’s better to gather together to 

solve it.” 



 

Tu Feng said: “That’s what I mean.” 

 

This is the best way to play. Don’t touch these people for now. When their thoughts get deeper and 

deeper, throw a bait to attract these people, and then wipe them out together. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t want to go this far, because he also knew how unrealistic it was to be an enemy of the 

whole world. 

 

Thinking about how such a huge Yuan Empire collapsed back then, Lu Yang didn’t expect to rule the New 

World all the time, as long as he ruled for a year and a half was enough. 

 

With so much time, his amount of funds will become extremely sufficient, and his godheads, weapons 

and equipment, potion materials, and special transformations will be able to hit a sufficient number to 

support the return from the New World to the Old World within five years Pure war consumption. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1964 - Thunder Mountain 

  

While thinking about these things, Lu Yang flew quickly. Two hours later, a group of mountains appeared 

in front of Lu Yang. 

 

This mountain range is so high that you can’t see the top at a glance. The area 200 meters up from the 

foot of the mountain is already shrouded in a large cloud of dark clouds. 

 

System prompt: You have discovered Thunder Mountain! 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help a smile on his face, as he controlled the flying dragon to crash into the gray clouds. 



 

“call!” 

 

As soon as he entered the clouds, the roaring wind and the biting icy cold caused Lu Yang to lose his 

blood. After a while, Lu Yang felt that the hairs on his body began to stand up, and he suddenly felt 

something wrong. 

 

“Summon Wind Elemental Archangel Wings” 

 

Lu Yang jumped away from his mount instantly, and a wing appeared on his back. At the same time, a 

flash of lightning flashed across Lu Yang’s side and hit his mount. 

 

According to the rules of the game, the mount would not lose blood. Lu Yang took this opportunity to 

summon the mount again and continued to fly upward. 

 

Regarding the situation of Thunder Mountain, the last life of Lu Yang had been here countless times. It 

was called the Jedi for ordinary players and the heaven for master players. 

 

If you climb up from the foot of the mountain, entering a 200-meter area is equivalent to entering an 

area where snow and thunder and lightning are combined. If you don’t have news, you will be struck by 

lightning, and lightning damage is 500 points. 

 

The lower gods will die if they are smashed, and the middle gods are also blood after being smashed. In 

addition, the wind and snow fixed 10 points of vitality per second. Players who can come here to fight 

monsters and upgrades are true masters. . 

 

Back then, after the major areas of the New World had been fixed, players had no place to play 

especially good equipment except for the normal dungeon. 

 

The only thing that allows expert players to hit the equipment is the Jedi in the game like Thunder 

Mountain. Even the super guilds cannot let ordinary players in, and even if the expert players of major 

guilds come in, they will not be easy. Fight with other people because it is too dangerous here. 

 



Lu Yang was a frequent visitor to Thunder Mountain back then, and with the masters of his wizards, he 

found a lot of good things on Thunder Mountain. What’s more important is that a map like Thunder 

Mountain still leads directly to the Aral Mountains. 

 

He came this time not only to reach the Godhead, but also to rediscover the way into the Aral 

Mountains. If he did find this way, Lu Yang’s Jagged Brothers players would not need to attack Aral 

Mountains. The fortress. 

 

“Crack” 

 

Another flash of lightning struck, Lu Yang jumped up, and after letting the mount take the damage for 

him, he called again in the air. 

 

Since the emergence of wings and flying professions, many people don’t care much about flying dragon 

mounts. Unfortunately, they don’t know that this mount still has this usefulness. Compared with wings, 

the mount is invincible, in some places, But it can play a decisive role. 

 

One hour. 

 

Two hours. 

 

… 

 

After flying upwards for 5 hours, Lu Yang finally broke through the clouds and came to the top of 

Thunder Mountain. There was still no flat ground here, but a rugged mountain road. 

 

On this steep mountain range, there are many humanoid monsters more than 2 meters tall and full of 

blue light. Their bodies are very strong and daunting. 

 

Kieda Slave Warrior (Elite) 

 

Level: Middle God 



 

Qi and blood: 1000000/1000000 

 

Kieda slave warrior, each hand holds a huge hammer, and every attack has the law of space. 

 

According to official records, the Chieda slave warriors are not creatures of this world, but the first elite 

warriors sent by the gods of another world when they invaded. 

 

Unlike other eight-line **** kings, the thunder **** king likes to slave creatures in another world. The 

Kieda warriors have caused great troubles to all races since they entered the new world to fight. 

 

These elite fighters are also the most powerful fighters that other world gods can send, and each has the 

strength of a middle god. 

 

In the war that year, the Kieda fighters were defeated, and the Thunder God King wore Thor collars 

around their necks. Once these space fighters escaped, they would be killed by the Thunder collar. 

 

Lu Yang found an open space where there were no Kieda fighters and fell down. He looked around, 

identified a single Kieda fighter, and flew in front of him instantly. 

 

“Sleep God Stone Tablet” 

 

Before the Jieda Warrior could react, he was pulled into the space by the chain that had drilled out of 

the Demon God Space opened in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“Roar” 

 

The two sacred cows simultaneously pulled the chains, trapping the Kieda fighter on the stone 

monument. 

 

“##￥%…” The Chieda warrior roared, a language no one had heard of. 



 

If Lu Yang hadn’t done a stinky long chain mission before he came here, he would never understand 

what the Kieda fighter said. 

 

During the exploration process in the previous life, Lu Yang received an extremely annoying task chain 

and asked Lu Yang to do more than 200 tasks and travel nearly one-tenth of the map of the New World 

to complete this task. 

 

Lu Yang originally thought this was a task of giving top quality things, but unexpectedly, he finally gave a 

book on learning skills of the Kieda language.  

 

At that time, Lu Yang didn’t know that there were such things as Thunder Mountain and Kieda slave 

fighters, and he was so angry that he was depressed for more than a week. 

 

I really couldn’t find the purpose of the Kiyeda language learning skills book. Lu Yang threw him into the 

warehouse until later he discovered Thunder Mountain and saw the Kieda slave fighters. 

 

After studying and understanding the ins and outs of the Chieda warrior clan, he began to study the 

language of this clan. In the end, he learned the language of this clan, and as a result, he received the 

most generous quest reward at level 190. . 

 

Lu Yang looked at the Kieda warrior and said in the other party’s language: “This Kieda warrior, I have no 

hostility towards you.” 

 

The Kieda warrior was roaring violently. He was stunned when he heard Lu Yang’s words. He lowered his 

head and looked at Lu Yang and said, “Can you understand the language of our race?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said with a smile: “Of course, I understand the language of your race. Please listen 

to me. This time I didn’t have any bad intentions in pulling you in. It’s just because you have a lightning 

collar. If I chat with you, it’s easy to be caught Thor’s subordinates heard.” 

 

The Kieda warrior nodded, his mood calmed down, and stared at Lu Yang and said: “My name is 

McKend, you can put me down, I won’t cause you harm. I have seen this space of yours before. Our Lord 

God of Time and Space transported us to the New World through this space.” 



 

System reminder: The relationship between McKend and you becomes peaceful! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1965 - Thor prohibition 

  

Lu Yang waved his hand, the two sacred cows loosened the golden chains, and the Chieda warrior fell to 

the ground from the sleepy sacred stele. 

 

McKend took a look at the two sacred cows, then looked at the surrounding space, and said, “Your 

space is very similar to that of our Lord God. Are you our person?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I am a human being on Earth. I entered the New World to kill all the 

gods in the New World and prevent them from coming to our world to cause chaos.” 

 

McKend nodded, and said, “Then what did you get me in?” 

 

Lu Yang could hear McKendra’s voice turning colder. Compared to the Old World, the creatures in the 

New World were invaders, and compared to the New World, the gods from another world were also 

invaders. 

 

The trouble that humans find in the New World is the same as the trouble that creatures in the New 

World have to find McKend. Therefore, McKend is unhappy. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t mind McKend’s thoughts and said, “We now have a common enemy. I hope to form an 

alliance with you. I will untie the thunderbolt collar around your neck for you. You will help me block the 

middle god. I will go. The upper **** who kills the enemy.” 

 



McKend frowned and said: “We are all wearing collars around our necks. If we want to untie it, we can 

only break the restriction in this area nearby. I can only do so now that other people are not against you. 

But if you can’t lift the ban, we can’t fight the enemy.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “As long as you can persuade all Kieda fighters not to fight with me.” 

 

“It’s simple, you send me back, there is telepathy between us, they will know what I think.” McKend 

said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and took McKend back to Thunder Mountain. As soon as he landed, Lu Yang felt the 

thunder and wind around him again. 

 

McKend’s right hand pointed to his head, and the surrounding Kieda fighters looked towards Lu Yang at 

the same time. After seeing Lu Yang’s appearance, they all turned their heads and stopped looking here. 

 

“Thank you.” Lu Yang said to McKend. 

 

McKend stared at Lu Yang and said, “I hope you can fulfill your promise to me.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Of course, waiting for my good news.” 

 

Of course he will help McKend and them to lift their control, because this is a series of tasks, although 

he will send McKend and them to death in the end, but this does not prevent them from using each 

other in the process. 

 

For the Chieda fighters, the official has given a long story introduction. There are three branches in this 

story. One of them is to save the Chieda fighters. If they are saved, this group of people will not be 

grateful in the end, but It will trigger a false friendship mission. In the next expansion, the old **** and 

the new **** will enter the old continent and continue to help the new **** attack humanity. 

 

The reward for this mission is very poor, and the players who do this mission will be sprayed with fake 

good people. The second branch is to let them go. These Kieda fighters will still use their own methods 

to escape and enter the Old World in the next expansion. . 



 

The third branch is to kill them here. The best way is to use the power of Thor’s subordinate **** 

Barroyoko on Thunder Mountain to kill them. 

 

At that time, these Kieda warriors will drop a large number of gods between level 2 and 5, and they can 

also use the opportunity of fighting between them to kill the strongest of Kieda warriors, the Kodita of 

the highest god. Obtain the rank of God of Space at level 10. 

 

As for how to rescue McKenzie and break the Thor’s prohibition here, it is actually very easy. The real 

difficulty is how to get past McKenzie and their Kieda space fighters. 

 

Lu Yang is now in a friendly relationship with all Kieda fighters, passing by them, will not be attacked, 

unless the thunder and lightning in the sky and the surrounding wind and snow, this makes Lu Yang use 

potions and cooking to slow back enough. 

 

The only thing to note is that the area of Thunder Mountain cannot be killed. Once dead, it cannot be 

rescued by any means. The corpse is instantly teleported back to the necropolis below the mountain, 

and the player can only resurrect from there. That is to say, all the previous mountain climbing was 

wasted. 

 

“boom” 

 

A flash of lightning smashed the stone that Lu Yang had just stood on, and flew a piece of stone. 

 

“Summon Flying Dragon” 

 

Lu Yang jumped, and a flying dragon mount appeared at his feet. He continued to fly to the left at a low 

altitude. He cannot exceed 10 meters in height. If it exceeds 10 meters, it will trigger the Lei Shen 

restraint. Any golden thunder will take him. Beaten to death. 

 

The Golden Thunder is the most violent thunder and lightning so far, and it is also the thunder and 

lightning that the middle **** players most want to control. The damage output is extremely high, and 

it also has a paralysis control effect. 



 

Lu Yang flew while avoiding the thunder and lightning, passing by the Chieda fighters below, and none of 

them attacked him. In this way, Lu Yang easily flew to the first restraint on the left side of Thunder 

Mountain. This was a sacrificial platform with a place on it. Wearing a pair of iron gloves. 

 

This is the glove once used by the Thunder God, one of the nine pillars of gods. The so-called prohibition 

is set by the artifacts once used by the Thunder God. 

 

“God Flame Sky Burst” 

 

Lu Yang pointed his right hand forward, and a golden fireball instantly hit the iron glove. 

 

A light flashed from the sacrificial platform, and the iron gloves disappeared. At this point, the first 

prohibition was unlocked. For Lu Yang, unlocking the prohibition here is as simple as that, but for other 

players, if you don’t understand Kieda Without the language of the clan and without a flying career, he 

would never be here. 

 

I just want to get here all the way. It takes at least three hours. The monsters encountered on the road 

are all Kieda fighters of the middle god. Each one is of boss-level strength, and the only areas that can be 

walked on the road are It can accommodate two or three people in parallel, and the people behind do 

not know the situation in front. For a job like moving a mountain warrior, they can’t get up normally. In 

other words, two or three people will always be fighting with Chieda fighters. It’s impossible to fight in 

close combat. 

 

Even if they can fly, does not understand the language of the Kieda, they will be killed by the flying 

hammer of the Kieda warrior, and if they fly higher, they will be electrocuted by the Thunder God. 

 

Official designers have given answers. Their idea is that this is a place for experts to play. Ordinary 

people should not come. It is even more impossible for an organization like a guild to come in. 

 

As for the cancellation of the prohibition, it is only the removal of the Kieda warrior’s thunder and 

lightning collar, and the golden thunder on his head is not restricted. The Kieda warrior is not grateful to 

humans, and will still attack them. 

 



Lu Yang replaced the flying dragon and flew towards the next prohibition. The prohibition would be 

reopened every 8 hours, which is one day and one night in the game. Lu Yang had to resolve the other 

three prohibitions before that. 

 

An hour later, Lu Yang flew in front of the second restraint. If he flew over normally, it would take at 

least 3 hours to face the Kieda fighters. 

 

The second prohibition is a belt called a power belt, which is also an item used by the Thunder God. 

 

“God Flame Sky Burst” 

 

Lu Yang shot a small fireball in his hand, and the power belt disappeared on the sacrificial platform. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1966 - Lu Yang sees through Chekova\'s strategy 

  

Another piece of light disappeared from the top of Thunder Mountain. Lu Yang continued to fly. Before 

flying to the next place, Zhou Tianming, who was guarding the Rainbow Fortress, called a video call and 

said, “Boss, there is a news that I don’t understand.” 

 

Lu Yang was happy and said, “There are things you don’t understand. Tell me, the boss will help you 

analyze it.” 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “Chekova’s general who defended the Aral Mountain, Papanoev, wanted to 

surrender and exchanged Aral Mountain for our 10 million U.S. dollars in cash. I feel this is a scam, but I 

can’t be sure. If not, we have missed a good opportunity.” 

 

If it’s someone else, Lu Yang can’t go to the top yet, but Papanoev and Lu Yang can pack a ticket. This 

person is definitely a fraud. 



 

“Papanoev is absolutely impossible to surrender. He is a loyal supporter or suitor of Chekova. Although 

others don’t know it, our spy has already drank with Papanoev in reality. , This old boy said it himself.” 

Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Zhou Tianming couldn’t help but smile, and said, “Is Chekova already full of loopholes?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Our current intelligence agencies have penetrated very deeply. The key problem is that it 

is not that we are too strong, but that the enemy is too weak. After so many years of fighting, when we 

become stronger, the enemy will naturally weaken. Don’t take them too seriously. Tell Papanoev that he 

will not accept his surrender. See you on the battlefield half a year later.” 

 

It was half a year, but Lu Yang’s real idea was that after two months, the year was over and everyone 

was in school. 

 

In the past, Lu Yang wanted to fight on holidays, but now he wants to fight during his working hours, 

because he has 6 million standing players and can participate in the war at any time, but Chekova and 

Steiger can’t. 

 

Another thing that can be done is Liu Jie. I can’t believe that the African brothers have such a low 

demand for food that Liu Jie can lead a large number of players into the battle at any time. 

 

However, Liu Jie hasn’t gotten over now. At least before he gets over, Chekova will definitely die. If he 

doesn’t kill him, it is very likely that Chekova will lead the main force south during the battle between Lu 

Yang and Liu Jie. Winger Fortress. 

 

With Chekova’s strength in the former Radvedev area, this is not impossible, so Lu Yang needs to 

strangle him in the bud first. 

 

After hanging up the phone here, Lu Yang continued to the third area, and when he came to the 

sacrificial platform, he saw a pair of gloves on it, and then he flew to the fourth area. At the same time, 

Lu Yang took it out in a leisurely manner. The call was made to Chekova. 

 

“Dididi” 



 

Chekova was waiting for Papanoyev’s news. As a result, Lu Yang called first, which made Chekova feel 

bad. She pressed the call button and asked: “You call me Why do you want to instigate me?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Little girl, I’m here to tell you, don’t think about using this clumsy technique to 

slow down my attack on you, how could I believe that Papanoyev betrayed you, don’t With this kind of 

bad trick, you still think about when to surrender and how to surrender decently.” 

 

Chekova thundered and tried to pretend, but found that it didn’t make any sense, and said angrily, “Isn’t 

it just that the plan has failed? It seems like you haven’t failed.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The key problem is that there is too much difference between our strengths, and Steiger 

may surrender me at any time. Instead of trusting Papanoev, I might as well pay two or three billion 

dollars to Steiger. Pull it over, it’s a smooth road to enter your area from him, and the same is true for 

entering Liu Jie’s area.” 

 

He was indeed trying to win Steiger. After all, Lu Yang and Steiger did not have a deep hatred. They 

didn’t need to persecute each other to death or death. Steiger was also hesitating. Of course, this was Lu 

Yang’s most terrifying trick. . 

 

The longer Steiger hesitates, the more dangerous he becomes. Although he also knows this, he can’t 

make up his mind now. If he surrenders to Lu Yang, he will be despised by the entire foreign player 

circle, but he does not surrender. It’s a dead end. 

 

In the same way, under Steiger’s hesitation, Liu Jie and Chikova were also in a state of panic. At this 

time, they were easy to do stupid things. For example, the two attacked Steiger together and killed him 

first. Up. 

 

Since ancient times, there have been many examples of wars like this. People know that they shouldn’t 

do it, and they don’t care about so many suspicious circumstances. 

 

Lu Yang’s current spies mainly do things, on the one hand, to instigate rebellion from Steiger’s 

subordinates, and on the other hand, to announce the news that Steiger may surrender to the Jagged 

Brotherhood at any time in the area where Liu Jie and Chekova are located. 



 

Chekova knew the news very well, and she knew better that most of the news came from Lu Yang, but 

she was scared in her heart. She hadn’t slept well for nearly 20 years. Every time she went to bed, They 

all dreamed of Steiger surrendering, and tens of millions of players from the Jagged Brothers League 

poured into the area under his control from the Steiger area. 

 

She desperately wants to put more players on Steiger’s defense, but now she lacks money and people, 

and is unable to cope with the battle on both sides. can defend Mount Aral. It’s her full effort. 

 

Chekova yelled at Lu Yang in anger and anger: “What is your ability to bully a weak girl, we are all like 

this, you still don’t let us go.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said to Chekova himself: “You are not a weak woman now. You are now officially 

replacing Radvedev and become the president of the Double-Headed Eagle Guild. You are my enemy, 

not weak. Woman, when did I show affection to the enemy?” 

 

Chekova hung up directly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled. From now on, he will strike Chekova in all directions until their guild is dissolved. 

 

He hung up the phone and continued to fly forward. After half an hour, he had already seen the fourth 

sacrificial platform in the distance. He reached a distance of 100 meters and raised his hand to hit the 

scepter on it. 

 

System prompt: Thunder Mountain ban is lifted! 

 

The super strong thunder and lightning disappeared from the top of the mountain. There was no 

thunderstorm or the shackles of the thunderbolt collar. The excitement roar of the slave fighters of 

Kieda came from the whole mountain range. After imprisonment for unknown years, they finally 

Liberated. 

 

“Follow me to attack and kill the **** who imprison us.” I don’t know who roared first. The Chieda 

warriors on the entire Thunder Mountain raised their hammers and rushed towards the Thunder Palace 

deep in the mountains. 



 

These Kieda fighters all know the space jumping skills, faster than Lu Yang flying in the air. When Lu Yang 

came near the Thunder Palace, the two sides had already fought together. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1967 - Siskin behind 

  

Thunder Palace. 

 

Drektal, one of the twelve main gods under the seat of the Thunder King Kalmas, was not in the temple 

at this time. 

 

At this time of the year, the Thunder King Kalmas will summon his men to host the annual King of Gods 

Dinner, which is actually the annual summary meeting. 

 

The settings in the game are very interesting. Each **** king has its own characteristics. Fengshen is a 

conspirator who intends to kill all other main gods. Vulcan is also a conspirator who intends to steal the 

essence of the planet to enhance his understanding of the universe. Become stronger. 

 

What the tree **** loves most is to sprinkle his seeds everywhere in the new world, and let his old trees 

unlock wisdom. 

 

As for Thor, this is a main **** who likes meetings very much. It usually meets in the Palace of the Kings 

every day. There is also a small meeting at the main **** level inside the temple once a week. There is a 

meeting of all main gods under Thor once a month. Wait until the end of the year. To hold another year-

end summary meeting. 

 



Therefore, now there is only one pinnacle high-ranking **** under the management of Thunder 

Mountain, and the other two are led by the main **** to the meeting, and the remaining one is also 

grumpy. 

 

“Damn it, isn’t it just because I didn’t give gifts to leave me here, bullying me was promoted from an 

ordinary lower god, without personal connections, no background, and not even giving me the 

opportunity to meet the **** king once a year. I won’t just stop like this.” Presley, the top **** of the 

Thunder Element, was furious in the temple. 

 

Even when Lu Yang broke the thunder system restriction, the vision in the Thunder God Temple 

reminded him that he didn’t notice it. He didn’t realize it until the roar of the slave fighters of Kieda. He 

just walked out and was about to scold him, only to find that the slaves of Kieda had rebelled. Up. 

 

“Damn, I want to put you all to death, thunderbolt collar.” Presley took out a hammer to summon 

thunderbolt, but found that although thunderbolt can be summoned, it has no effect on the collars of all 

Kieda fighters. See, I was horrified to find that Thor’s prohibition had been destroyed. 

 

“Thor’s warrior, follow me to attack, extinguish the rebellion, and kill these stupid Chieda slaves.” 

Presley rushed forward with a roar. 

 

Presley’s appearance is similar to humans, except that his body is blue, he is more than 10 meters tall, 

has a tail behind him, and two bends on his head. 

 

The Thunder Guardian under him is also the same, but smaller than Presley, only about 5 meters. 

 

“Roar!” Wearing silver armor and holding a warhammer, the Thunder Guardian rushed towards the 

Kieda slave warriors who also held the warhammer. There are more than 2,000 of them. Although there 

are fewer than Kieda slave warriors, they are stronger. . 

 

While the two sides were fighting together, Presley was looking for the leader of the Chieda slave 

warrior in the crowd. The leader of the Chieda slave warrior was a peak mid-level **** named Manu. He 

was also looking for the leader of the slave warrior. Lesley. 

 

Soon, both sides saw each other. 



 

“Manu, I’m going to kill you.” Presley knew he had defeated Manu, and the rebellion was over. 

 

Manu showed a furious expression. He hadn’t had such a fun battle for a long time, and rushed towards 

Presley with a roar, and the two quickly fought together. 

 

Although Manu is not as strong as Presley, the time and space of the Kieda fighters make Manu rarely 

hurt. 

 

As a middle god, Manu has been able to control the characteristics of the surrounding space at any time. 

Although it cannot be used to destroy the enemy, it can dissolve Presley’s lightning attacks. 

 

Lu Yang was now hiding in the distance watching the confrontation between Presley and Manu. Presley 

was like a **** of thunder, surrounded by gold and purple thunder and lightning, and every attack could 

take 50 meters away. The golden light hit the range within. 

 

Manu’s attacking moves were not as cool as Presley, but his entire body collapsed. No matter how 

Presley’s lightning attacked, every lightning bolt fell on the collapsed area of the space and disappeared. 

 

“Manu, I want to see how long you can hold on to the collapse of time and space.” Presley roared with 

thunder and lightning while mocking Manu. 

 

Manu didn’t speak, he was waiting for Lu Yang’s attack. The two had already discussed it. Although he 

could not hold on for long, as long as he held on for a while, Lu Yang would attack. Then he could betray 

Lu Yang. , Let Lu Yang take Presley’s strongest blow for him, and he took the opportunity to sneak attack 

and kill Presley. 

 

Thinking of this, Manu continued to attack, but he and Presley played for a full 10 minutes. When 

Manu’s supernatural power was almost exhausted, he found that Lu Yang had not appeared yet, which 

made him panic. He felt that he might have been fooled. 

 

“Human, where are you, I can’t hold on anymore.” Manu roared out directly. 

 



Presley was taken aback, then sneered, and said with a big laugh: “Stupid Manu, do you think I will be 

fooled? How could humans go to Thunder Mountain, this is Thunder Mountain, you want to lie to me, 

give I will die.” 

 

Manu used the remaining divine power to create a space collapse, avoiding Presley’s hammer, and said 

excitedly: “It’s really a human coming up.” 

 

Presley looked to the left and right, laughed and said, “Where is anyone, you can’t lie to me.” 

 

Manu was anxious, he almost couldn’t hold on, and said quickly: “If it weren’t for him, how could our 

Chieda fighters not be controlled by the lightning collar.” 

 

“You must have used other methods, you filthy aggressor race, you deserve to die.” Presley didn’t listen 

to Manu at all. 

 

Lu Yang hid and watched, he guessed that it was the result. The official guide explained that Presley’s 

wisdom is limited and only recognizes what he sees. He doesn’t care about other things at all. He uses a 

hammer to solve everything. . 

 

Manu explained desperately, but the more he was like this, the more Presley thought Manu wanted to 

lie to him, and attacked more violently. 

 

“Die to me.” Presley launched a full blow, a fifteen-meter-long giant sledgehammer, he rounded the 

background, and smashed it down with a strong golden electric light. 

 

Manu’s supernatural power was exhausted in an instant, and he couldn’t even use his big moves, so he 

could only do his best to resist with the 5-meter hammer in his hand. 

 

“when” 

 

The two hammers hit each other, and Manu was knocked out like a broken kite. Originally, Manu 

wanted to use Presley’s attack to escape, but he didn’t expect Presley to appear beside him in the blink 

of an eye . 



 

“I want to run, I will kill you.” The 15-meter sledgehammer in Presley’s hand slammed Manu’s body 

frantically. This time Manu couldn’t run away, and he was hit continuously. 

 

The first one was hit on the rock of Thunder Mountain, the second one was smashed into the rock, the 

third one was Manu’s body shattered, and the fourth one was destroyed, exploding a bunch of objects. 

 

“Roar! I won.” Presley raised his hammer excitedly and laughed to the sky, but at this moment, Lu Yang 

appeared behind Presley with a golden light, and Presley reacted. At the same time chant the spell. 

 

“Sleep God Stone Tablet” 

 

Two golden chains broke through the void and quickly trapped on Presley’s body. Presley’s hammer was 

already on the verge of Lu Yang’s front door, but it was firmly bound by the chains. The next moment, 

Presley disappeared in place. , Entered Lu Yang’s Demon God’s space, and was firmly locked on top of 

the Sleeping God Stone by the two bull gods. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1968 - Origin of war 

  

Presley saw that he was trapped on the stone tablet but was helpless. The God of Troubled Stone Tablet 

was far from what he could resist. It was just that when he settled on the stone tablet, a flame of light 

emerged from his body. 

 

“Roar” 

 

The two sacred cows showed angry expressions at the same time, and the sacred cow Kate stared at 

Presley and roared: “Why do you have the master’s breath on your body.” 



 

Sacred Bull Lake roared: “He doesn’t need his explanation. Anyone who can contaminate the Lord’s 

breath, either a traitor or a shameless thief, killed him.” 

 

System reminder: Trigger the upgrade mission of Demon God’s Heart! 

 

Lu Yang knew about this task. He smiled and walked to the two sacred cows, turned around to look at 

Presley, and said: “Give you a choice and tell your secret, otherwise, I will kill you myself.” 

 

“call” 

 

Lu Yang launched a divine flame shock wave, which burned on Presley’s body, bursting out a damage 

value of more than 200, which was not proportional to Presley’s more than 5 million HP, but it could kill 

him. 

 

Presley was furious, waiting for Lu Yang to roar: “You dare to imprison the highest-ranking **** under 

the seat of the Thunder God, do you know what you are doing?” 

 

“God Flame Shockwave” 

 

Lu Yang was not in a hurry. He continued to use his skills to attack. Presley would not easily tell the 

secret. He would only be able to say it when he had only the last trace of his health. 

 

Here Lu Yang continued to attack. On the other side, the outside battle continued. Although Presley, the 

peak high-ranking god, was gone, but the peak mid-ranking **** of the Kieda warrior side was gone. 

The two sides were still evenly matched. Fight each other. 

 

In the Demon God Space, Presley’s cursing kept on, and Lu Yang kept attacking with the Divine Flame 

Shockwave. In less than an hour, Presley’s HP was only the last 10,000 points left. At this time, Presley 

did not dare to curse, but instead prayed and blessed. 

 

Lu Yang remained unmoved, continued to attack, and said, “Tell me the secret, otherwise, I will kill you.” 



 

Presley’s expression is extremely struggling. He is not a particularly pious person, because he has 

climbed from the next **** to this step by relying on his own strength to cultivate, and has nothing to 

do with the reward and promotion of the **** of thunder. relationship. 

 

Asking him to keep a secret for the Thunder God, he didn’t care. The only problem was that he might 

not be able to survive once the secret was told, and how to avoid the killer sent by the Thunder God in 

the future. 

 

10000 

 

9000 

 

8000 

 

… 

 

When he was thinking in the limit state, his blood volume continued to drop, and after a while, it 

dropped to the final 100 points. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Presley and finally asked, “Say or not, the next time you attack, you will disappear 

from this world.” 

 

Presley was already able to clearly feel the approach of death. The strong breath of death made him feel 

terrified, as if the critical value was reached. Presley suddenly collapsed and shouted: “I said, no kill me.” 

 

“What’s the fire breath on you?” Kate asked excitedly. 

 

Presley looked at Lu Yang and realized that after Lu Yang had asked these words, he said, “I can tell you, 

but you must let me go.” 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang said. 



 

Presley said: “I also heard from the drunken Pinnacle Lord God. This incident has something to do with 

the invasion of the New World by the Lord God of another world…” 

 

Presley recounted what happened. It turned out that the ultimate goal of another world invading the 

new world was to occupy the new world on the one hand, and on the other hand, the more important 

reason was that they wanted to find the remains of the old god. 

 

It is the so-called heart, soul and spirit fragments of the gods. The so-called old gods refer to the 

withered old man Lu Yang saw under the Grand Canyon of St. Gall. 

 

Originally, the old gods and other world gods were both higher-level gods in the universe. In the long-

term development, the old god’s subordinates suddenly rioted and launched an attack on the old god. 

 

Originally, the old gods should be easily suppressed, but the old gods were invincible and were killed 

one after another. Before dying, a large number of old gods transmitted the three most important 

things of spirits to other planes. 

 

The Old Continent is a plane, and the New Continent is also a plane. The reason why they can be 

teleported over is because these gods discovered these two planets early in their birth. There are no 

creatures on the New Continent and the Old Continent. They created the creatures. 

 

Both the old continent and the new continent enshrine the old gods, and these old gods can transmit 

their bodies to these two continents at any time. 

 

Because the old gods have been in the long years, and because of the worship of the creatures of the 

old and new continents, these old gods have handed over the power and magic of the creatures of the 

two continents, and therefore, the new world has the nine pillar gods. 

 

Later, when the old gods were sneak attacked by their subordinates, and some of the old gods were 

teleported to escape, the gods of the new world discovered the weakness of the old gods. Therefore, 

the nine pillar gods combined with the gods of death and the **** of power jointly killed all the old gods 

that were transferred. God took away the supernatural power, divine status and realm from them. 

 



The old gods did not expect that these creatures who once worshipped them would kill them with their 

own hands, and under his anger, exposed the coordinates of the new world. 

 

The old god’s subordinates officially named themselves the new **** at this time. The new god, the 

**** of another world, is looking for the old god’s whereabouts. got the signal and opened the space 

and pounced on the new world. Therefore, there was a war of different world gods invading the new 

continent. 

 

The two sides fought, and the gods of the different world ultimately failed, but they also revealed a 

message to the nine pillar gods, that is, to obtain the heart and soul of the old god, can take away all the 

power of the old god, and therefore, there is an invasion war of the new continent against the old 

continent. . 

 

Presley said: “Under Thunder Mountain, there are buried fragments of the Demon God’s Heart. If you 

need it, I can bring it for you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, and said, “You shouldn’t be able to take it out, you should go to 

death.” 

 

“God Flame Shockwave” 

 

Presley collapsed. He wanted to leave this space and immediately kill Lu Yang. Unfortunately, how could 

Lu Yang make such a mistake? Just think about it for a while and you will know that Presley is promoted 

like this. The gods will never be given such an important responsibility. 

 

As for the exact location, he knew very well. It was in the palace of the Lord God of Thunder Mountain. 

He walked to Presley’s body and picked up a thunder and lightning photon that exploded. 

 

Thunder God 

 

Level: 13 

 

Description: Lightning damage increased by 1300 points! 



 

The other two items are two dark gold-level high-level gods equipment. Unfortunately, the legendary 

weapon held by this pinnacle high-level god, Thor’s hammer, was not exposed. He put the thunder god’s 

rank 13 in the guild channel and asked: “Who Want.” 

 

 

Chapter 1970 - Heart of Earth Fire 

  

“Furious Fire Method of Rebirth ( Find the latest chapter! 

 

In the last life, I don’t know how many people died in front of this pillar. When it was the peak of the 

middle and upper gods, there were many skills such as plane collapse. 

 

I remember that it was behind this pillar, that is, behind the lightning fence in front of it, less than 1 

meter away, and there were top-level equipment exploded by players everywhere. 

 

From the middle **** to the upper god, similar to the Code of Rebellion and the Vulcan Orb abound. A 

large number of players think that they are lucky people and want to rush in to find out, but no matter 

how hard they work, they all become dead. . 

 

At that time, under the hatred of the players, countless people bombarded the palace with their skills. A 

normal palace can be broken, but this palace simply ignores spells and physical attacks. It can’t be 

broken. If it is too much, it will attract thunder. The **** of prohibition attacks. 

 

In the end, a large number of players can only leave with hatred, but every time they leave a group, a 

group of new people with hope will come to challenge, and there are more and more equipment here, 

until the player with the heart of space arrives. . 

 

Lu Yang moved his body for a while, he developed a rapid identity within a small area, and his body’s 

reaction speed was at the limit of 0.037 seconds. 

 

“Planar collapse” 

 



The small white spot of light instantly blocked the side of one of the thunder and lightning, and then a 

shadow flashed, and in the next second, Lu Yangkong was blue, and he also appeared behind the crystal 

pillar, watching the blood red in front of him still exist. The beating heart stopped and a smile appeared 

on his face. 

 

“Boom Boom” 

 

“Boom Boom” 

 

Lu Yang obviously felt the heart of the demon **** beating, he smiled and muttered to himself: “Don’t 

worry, I will put it together for you.” 

 

He picked up the blood-red heart with a strange gray-brown on it. 

 

Heart fragments filled with pure fire power 

 

Description: Special items, no one knows what it is for. 

 

Lu Yang chanted the spell and flew back to the Demon God’s space in an instant, and returned to the 

side of the altar. He put the Demon God’s heart and heart fragments on the altar together, and chose to 

synthesize. 

 

A dazzling red light flashed, and a new heart of the demon was formed. This heart of the demon was 

very different from the previous one, that is, there was a strange space inside the heart of the demon, 

and it was attached With a weird fire. 

 

Devil’s Heart 

 

Level: Lower God Level 2 

 

Power of God: 50 points 

 



God’s Intelligence: 100 points 

 

God’s Agility: 50 points 

 

God’s Stamina: 50 points 

 

God’s physical strength: 50 points 

 

Surefire skill level +2 

 

Comes with a special skill: Devil Control 

 

With special skills: Heart of Earth Fire 

 

Lu Yang looked at the last skill with an excited expression on his face. The Heart of Earth Fire, one of the 

nine strongest domain skills, was finally obtained by him. 

 

From here, he officially entered the strongest strength of Lu Yang in the previous life. The Demon God’s 

Heart was upgraded to level 2, and only after possessing the Heart of Earth Fire domain could it be 

considered as a player with the Demon’s Heart to have other classes. Features that are daunting. 

 

The so-called Heart of Earth Fire is a domain skill. After choosing to release it, it can instantly induce 

underground magma, turning the surrounding 1 km area into a magma domain. 

 

Players with the Heart of the Devil, in this area, move speed, spell casting speed, life recovery speed, 

spell damage, spell defense, physical defense, and the attributes of the summoned fire-type summoned 

beasts are all increased by 30%. 

 

In addition, players in this area will continue to suffer 10% damage from the demon’s heart holder. 

Regardless of the low value, but the player with the demon’s heart, the spell damage is too high. This 

equipment The probability that the player can get the best equipment is tens of thousands of times 

more than other players. 



 

A set of top magic wounded Demon Heart holders releases the domain, allowing players of the same 

level to be unable to withstand 10 seconds in the domain. 

 

When Liu Jie besieged Lu Yang in the previous life, it was because Lu Yang’s Demon God’s Heart was 

already at the 5th level of the middle god, which forced Liu Jie to use so many forces and used 

conspiracy and tricks to encircle and suppress Lu Yang. Lu Yang. 

 

He looked at the heart of the Demon God that was gradually returning to its best condition, his eyes 

filled with nostalgia, and said lightly: “Old man, this time, no one can cheat us.” 

 

The war with Liu Jie no longer requires any conspiracy and tricks. It can be won by normal flat push. 

What Lu Yang needs to care about now is how to get more advanced godheads for his men and let his 

players be elite players. It can have a deterrent effect for one person, and it will not involve more energy 

of the Jagged Brotherhood in these areas. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s phone rang. He picked it up and saw that it was Tu Feng. He pressed the call button and asked, 

“What’s the matter?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “There is a rebellion in the Orma area, and we are making trouble near the Iron and Stone 

Fortress. This time we are all the lower gods, and the number is small. I have sent people to suppress 

them, but there are more and more such rebellions. Not to withdraw some players in advance.” 

 

Some players were withdrawn from the front line to maintain the security in the rear, but the number of 

players maintaining security in the rear was almost 1 million. If they were to withdraw further, it would 

have a great impact on the subsequent war. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Not for the time being, I have my own way.” 

 

He hung up the phone and took out the City Return Scroll from his backpack. After crushing it, he flew to 

the Iron and Stone Fortress with a ray of light, directly opening the guild battle mode. 



 

As soon as he flew to the southern city wall, he saw two players fighting outside the city. One of them 

was fighting very fiercely, and the other was from the Iron-Blood Brothers, which looked a little 

embarrassed. 

 

A ray of light flashed, and a half-life of bitter love appeared beside Lu Yang, and said embarrassingly, 

“Sorry boss, I am defending this place.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that the defenders in this place had been in love for half a lifetime. He didn’t complain 

about being in love for half a lifetime because of bad play. He smiled and said, “I know that your main 

players are all fighting monsters in the dungeon. All third-rate players, nothing major.” 

 

He nodded his head again and again for half a life of bitter love. This is what he was worried about, and 

said helplessly: “Now everyone is anxious to upgrade. It is either in the dungeon or in the depths of the 

lower **** map to fight monsters. The masters can’t get away. Defending the fortress. Everything is 

done for novices to earn points, so it’s like this.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I will solve them.” 

 

“Huh?” A bit dumbfounded for half a life of bitter love, said: “Boss, don’t do it yourself, this guild of 

more than ten million people, let you do it yourself, we are dead.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “It’s not the same, I just got a baby, has itchy hands, so I just try to use them.” 

 

“Uh, I protect you,” said bitter love for half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “You use the all attack mode, don’t want to fish in troubled waters.” 

 

Nodding for half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang put on his mount and rushed towards the battle group in front. The players on the side of the 

Jagged Brotherhood had been killed seven or eighty eight. There were fewer than fifty people left, but 

there was one on the other side. More than a thousand people. 



 

The leading player is called a fanatic. He is on the rise of killing, but he is always paying attention to the 

surrounding dynamics. If the Jagged Brothers army is dispatched, he immediately runs with someone. 

 

This is their habitual style of play recently. As long as the enemy comes to a large army, they will run. If 

they don’t come, they will continue to harass them. On the one hand, they will accumulate popularity 

and on the other hand, they will exercise their brothers and gather more for the future. Rebel players 

prepare. 

 

Just as the fanatic looked around, he saw Lu Yang galloping and his love for half a lifetime. When the 

fanatic saw that Lu Yang had come with love for half a lifetime, his first reaction was to run, but he 

didn’t wait. He yelled, and he found that there were only two people who had come, only half a lifetime 

of bitter love and Lu Yang, and no one else. 

 

“Wow, I look down upon us so much.” The fanatic showed an expression of excitement, looked at the 

surrounding players, and shouted loudly: “Brothers, the big business is coming, Lu Yang, the president of 

the Jagged Brotherhood, has been in love for half his life. They rushed over, there were only two of 

them.” 

 

“Kill them and go together.” 

 

“Encircle, everyone expand the encirclement circle, don’t let them run away.” 

 

“Kill.” 

 

… 

 

More than a thousand people quickly bypassed these dozens of people and rushed towards Lu Yang. The 

distance between the two sides was originally only 5 minutes, and the time to go to each other was 

even shorter. In a blink of an eye, the lunatic’s subordinates treated Lu Yang to the suffering. Love half a 

lifetime surrounded in the middle of a big circle. 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1971 - Lu Yang kills 0 people in a second 

  

Half a lifetime of bitter love has always blindly worshipped Lu Yang. Since following Lu Yang, he has 

never lost a battle. Even if Lu Yang said that the two of them could kill the enemy by rushing over, half a 

lifetime of bitter love did not hesitate to believe Lu Yang. 

 

As for how he fought, he knew that Lu Yang must have a way, so he stayed in front of Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang saw that the enemy had rushed over in large numbers, and he could see the ferocious 

expression on the face of the player closest to him. 

 

Kuai Bansheng had already made an attack that was about to launch an attack at this time. He believed 

that if he attacked with Lu Yang with his reaction speed of 0.1 seconds, even if the opponent had so 

many people, he would still be unable to defeat them. 

 

But at this moment, the bitter love felt a burst of violent magical energy behind him. He couldn’t help 

but look back and found that it was emerging from Lu Yang, and the violent and terrifying energy made 

him The heart is unbearable. 

 

“Boss, what new tricks do you have.” Hard love for half a lifetime couldn’t help asking. 

 

Lu Yang’s ability was instant, but he didn’t use it. Instead, he continued to wait for the enemy to 

approach, watching the enemy getting closer and closer. When the nearest person was less than 200 

meters away from him, he smiled and said : “Heart of Earth Fire, get up!” 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

With Lu Yang as the center, the area around 1 kilometer suddenly turned red. Before everyone 

understood what was going on, the ground trembled violently in the next instant, and the players 



rushing towards Lu Yang couldn’t even stand. Not to mention running forward and aiming at Lu Yang to 

release spells. 

 

For a while, everyone shook with the ground, and the swelling area erupted like a volcano with a lot of 

magma, the grass also turned red, and the vegetation and sand all instantly turned into magma. 

 

The whole world is like being under an erupting volcano. Except for half a lifetime of love and love from 

the same guild as Lu Yang, everyone in the lava has suffered 10% of Lu Yang’s own spell damage, and Lu 

Yang’s spell damage is 800. More points, causing these enemies to receive 80 points of damage per 

second. 

 

“The treatment will increase blood quickly.” 

 

“I can’t hold it anymore, and medicine doesn’t work.” 

 

“Treatment helps, I can’t die.” 

 

… 

 

The originally grim-faced rebels fell into mourning. Although they were only 200 meters away, their 

blood volume had begun to drop rapidly. They couldn’t bear it no matter how much they resisted, and 

they couldn’t escape. In the end, thousands of players, In this way, all fell into the magma within three 

or four seconds. 

 

Because he was in the same camp as Lu Yang, he was not harmed. Seeing that the enemies were all 

dead, he looked back at Lu Yang and said excitedly, “Boss, what kind of spell are you, so powerful.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Domain skills, an accessory after the upgrade of the Demon God’s Heart.” 

 

Bittersweet Half-Growth took a breath, and said with emotion and excitement: “Too strong.” 

 



Lu Yang threw the 10th level of the Godhead of Thor to Kuai for half a lifetime, and said, “Nanfeng Zhiyi 

is under your hand, give it to her. I think she is about to become the middle god. There will be things on 

your side in the future, let her Do it alone.” 

 

“Thank you, boss, thank you, boss.” The love for half a lifetime was extremely happy. The additional 

lightning damage from this godhead was too high, far exceeding the damage value of the full set of 

equipment. 

 

“From now on, Nanfeng Zhiyi doesn’t need to wear magic injury equipment. With a Volvara armor and 

bug suit, you can sweep all enemies with the lightning whip.” Said Kuai Half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang thought of the scene when Nan Feng Zhiyi was holding a thunder whip to kill the Quartet and 

couldn’t help but smile and shook his head, and said, “I’m leaving.” 

 

“Boss, go slowly.” Departed for half a lifetime. 

 

Lu Yang used the teleportation scroll to fly to the Purple Bird Fortress next to the Iron and Stone 

Fortress, and then he flew toward the northwest. 

 

To the northwest of the Purple Bird Fortress, there is a realm of the middle god, called the realm of evil, 

which belongs to the area of the demon whose strength is almost the same as that of the main god, and 

in this area, there is also a broken heart of the demon god. Piece. 

 

In official history, there is actually no Devil’s Heart Broken here, but a trap specially set by Hamings to 

kill Vulcan’s men. 

 

After the gods of the New World learned about the purpose of the broken pieces of the old gods, they 

also joined the fight. At that time, the gods of the New World had just experienced the experience of 

fighting against the gods of another world. A trace of friendship in face. 

 

But Hamings has always had a hatred of other gods in his heart, and has always wanted to kill all the 

gods, but these gods are powerful, and Hamings can’t beat nine of them for a while. While creating 

contradictions, he also Secretly killing the main gods under the gods. 

 



The Territory of Cold Wind is one of the areas where the main gods were killed. The Fire God King 

Aktomas was unable to come out because he sealed himself in the planetary origin of the New World, so 

he gave him the task of fighting for the heartbreak of the fire element. Of the main gods. 

 

Hamings therefore decided to start with the Fire God King. After it was revealed that there was a 

heartbreak of the Demon God here, a large number of Fire Gods came here to look for them. but all 

without exception. Was killed. 

 

This drew the anger of the flame master **** Blass, and came here to find him personally, but when he 

came here, he encountered the wind element **** King Hamings. 

 

At that time, Bellas and Hames had also fought side by side when they were fighting together against 

the gods of another world. Although the two of them were not particularly good in personal 

relationships, they still had a lot of affection. 

 

Bellas never thought that Hamings was the murderer of the fire elemental gods. After all, who would 

have thought that Hamings wanted to kill all other **** kings. 

 

Under such circumstances, Bellas was sneak attacked by Hames, and when he was dying, he was 

imprisoned in the realm of sin, and wanted to get more news about the **** of flames from Bellas. 

 

But Bellas was tortured and refused to say half a word, and Hamings had no time to waste, so he 

handed this place to his subordinate **** Malkan and asked him to question Bellas. 

 

After that, all the gods of fire element who came here to look for Perlas would be killed by the main 

**** Malkan under the **** of wind elements. 

 

Lu Yang’s purpose for coming here this time is very simple, that is, to kill Bellas and see what can be 

revealed. 

 

When Lu Yang moved forward here, on the other side, Lu Yang had killed more than a thousand lower 

gods at the level of a middle god, and it had spread to the entire server. 

 



Those players who were killed vividly stated Lu Yang’s actions when killing them, that is, raising their 

hands, and the area around one kilometer on the ground turned into magma. 

 

“It’s terrible, it’s really terrible. I have never seen such a horrible scene.” 

 

“We don’t have the ability to resist at all. I really don’t know how Lu Yang did it. If hundreds of elites 

under him can do this, then we don’t have to resist.” 

 

The laments in the rebel army came one after another. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1972 - Floating city 

  

After a few hours, Lu Yang flying in midair saw a pure black floating city made of obsidian. 

 

At the top of the floating city, there are several spatial fissures, and a large amount of black-purple 

solution gushes out from the spatial fissures. After falling on the obsidian, it pours from the floating 

surroundings onto the ground. 

 

The vegetation disappeared in all areas where the black-purple solution flowed through, leaving only 

large areas of thick purple ground. After crystallizing, it showed a strange beauty. 

 

On the ground and in the air, there are a large number of demon creatures with fleshy wings. Their 

heads are similar to lizards. The skin on their backs has turned into hard armor, and a single spike shows 

their tyranny. 

 

Amphala (Middle God·Elite) 

 



Level: 190 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000/1000000 

 

These ampala monsters do not have arms. They attack by spitting out light **** from their mouths or 

relying on sharp bones on the edges of their wings. 

 

Just as Lu Yang was about to find a gap to fly in, suddenly, a large number of Fire Elemental Gods 

appeared around Floating Chong, and they all looked at the main city vigilantly while staying in the air. 

 

A 20-meter-high fire elemental creature at the head roared: “All attack me and kill these Ampala 

monsters. I can feel the breath of our Lord God in it.” 

 

“Kill~!” 

 

Thousands of fire elemental creatures rushed towards the floating city, and the surrounding Ampara 

Demons screamed at the same time. In an instant, tens of thousands of Ampara Demons burst out of 

the entire floating city, facing the fire element. The spirit became hardened. 

 

One side uses overwhelming flames, and the other side spit out a weird black-purple energy ball. In 

terms of strength, it is obvious that the fire element side is strong, the Ampala side is weak, but the 

Ampala side has more monsters. The two sides played equally well. 

 

Lu Yang knew that this was a plot. Even if he didn’t come, there were a lot of wars happening here every 

day. He suddenly thought of one thing. There seemed to be a cheap mission, or bug mission, in the 

previous life. 

 

He first flew to the top of the floating city, found a place, and fell down, transformed into a lava sea, the 

appearance of the most subordinate **** Fish. 

 

The battle here should be over soon, he staggered into the depths of the floating city. 

 



The internal structure of the floating city is very special. The floating city is entirely made of obsidian. It 

is black everywhere, and there are white luminous gems on both sides of the walls, and it cannot 

illuminate the entire area. 

 

Lu Yang ran down to the bottom, and sure enough, when he came here, he saw hundreds of Wind 

Elemental Gods ready to go. 

 

“How did Vulcan’s men get here?” The Wind Elemental God pretended to be surprised when he saw Lu 

Yang disguised as the lower **** Fish. 

 

Lu Yang also appeared surprised, and said quickly: “I’m in charge of exploring the way. My name is Fish, 

the humblest servant of Vulcan.” 

 

It was Markan who talked to Lu Yang. If ordinary lower gods might not know Fish, any gods above the 

middle gods who participated in the last ceremony of the gods held at the bottom of the lava sea would 

definitely do. Meet Fish. 

 

Because Fish was standing next to the Archbishop of the Fire Temple at the time and was considered the 

number two person. Although everyone knew that Fish was low in strength, Fish controlled the veins in 

the middle lava sea and was a very wealthy man. 

 

Just when Malkan didn’t know Lu Yang’s intentions, Lu Yang suddenly took out a fake communicator and 

shouted: “Your Excellency Barus, I found a lot of Wind Elemental God Brothers in the depths of the 

floating city, I will look for them now. Come to support.” 

 

Markan was the elemental **** of wind who communicated with Lu Yang. He was dumbfounded when 

he heard this and said, “You, what are you, you.” 

 

Lu Yang pretended to be surprised and asked, “Is there any problem?” 

 

Malkan could not answer. If he kills Lu Yang right now, that is to kill Fish, but he is worried that Lu Yang 

has other artifacts in his hands. If he fails to kill Lu Yang with a single blow, let Lu Yang and the upper 

**** named Barus If you talk, something will happen here. 

 



“No problem, what’s going on outside?” Markan asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a flustered face: “It happens that you have so many people. Come out with me to help. 

Under the seat of the same nine pillar gods, you won’t see us being besieged. There is a lot of security 

outside. Paramo is besieging our people, and we have a large number of gods injured.” 

 

Malkan heard that he was injured, and a look of excitement flashed in his eyes. He looked at the many 

wind gods who were ready behind him, and said: “Since we are both under the seat of the nine pillars, 

then we will go out and help, everyone follow me.” 

 

Hundreds of wind gods rushed out with Malkan, and Lu Yang was also by Malkan’s side, leading him. 

 

Just outside the door, I saw that as Lu Yang said, many of the fire gods in have been injured. Malkan 

gave his men a look. Many wind gods nodded and turned towards the fire. The line **** rushed over. 

 

These Amphala demons had long been tamed by the Wind Element God, and they happened to kill them 

all at once when the Fire Element God was besieged. 

 

“Fish, you come with us too.” Malkan looked back, only to find that Lu Yang didn’t know when he had 

disappeared. 

 

“Where is Fish?” Markan asked. 

 

No one noticed the many wind gods, and Malkan didn’t care at this time. He was just one of the best 

lower gods, who could be pinched to death with just one finger. 

 

“Follow me.” Malkan rushed over with the main force. 

 

Lu Yang was hiding behind a sculpture in the distance, and seeing that the Wind Element God had 

rushed up, he quickly ran into the floating city, followed the stairs to the bottom floor, and Lu Yang 

came to an iron gate. 

 



This was an iron door that opened from the outside. The door was filled with magical energy. After Lu 

Yang opened it, he saw the dying main **** Belas inside, and Belas also saw Lu Yang. 

 

At this time Lu Yang was still in Fish’s form. I have to say that Bellas was a complete idiot. Seeing Fish, 

especially after hearing the conversation between Lu Yang and Malkan just now, Bellas said excitedly to 

Lu Yang. “Quickly tell the fire gods outside, Malkan and the others are demons. It is their wind **** who 

has been slaughtering our fire god.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and approached Bellas, looking at a magic knife next to Bellas’ neck, he directly buckled 

it, cut off Bellas’ head, and said: “I know, I Deliberately let them kill each other.” 

 

System prompt: You killed Bellas! 

 

An 8×8 explosion appeared in front of Lu Yang. He looked at the ground. There were 64 items in total. 

There were three items, all of which Lu Yang needed most now. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1973 - Magma Fist 

  

The first item is a skill book. 

 

“Magma Fist”, description: The arm turns into lava and hits the target, stuns it for 0.03 seconds, and 

adds triple spell damage, no cooldown, and cannot stun the target after being blocked. 

 

Lu Yang made a strong fist. What he needed most was this skill book. He finally got it. This is a god-level 

skill for fire players in the later stage. It is a deterrent skill when fighting top players. When fighting, it is 

also a pretty good control skill. 

 



Lu Yang learned the skill book in the skill column, and picked up the second item, which was something 

like a goose egg, with red inside the gold. 

 

Source of Spirit Fire 

 

Additional target spell damage: +1000 points! 

 

(Requires recharge!) 

 

When Lu Yang saw this piece of equipment, he was so excited that he didn’t know what to say. He knew 

that he could explode this thing, the source of spiritual fire, he finally got it. 

 

This thing is just like the entropy ball that you got when you were in the 100th level of the old continent. 

It can be next to the player, but unlike the entropy ball, the entropy ball can hit the body damage, and 

The source of the spirit fire is 100% damage to the player. 

 

In other words, even if the player does not move, the damage caused by the source of the spiritual fire is 

the same as the damage of the player itself. If the player also joins the attack, it will be a double attack. 

 

Another, there are additional spells. Although it can only reach 1000 points after being charged, Lu Yang 

knows how to charge, and he will be able to charge successfully. 

 

This charging method is also different from the entropy ball. The entropy ball is to kill bosses and elite 

monsters. The source of the spiritual fire is to find the spiritual fire pool. Each spiritual fire pool can 

replenish 1000 points of energy. . 

 

As for how to get to the Spirit Fire Pond, Lu Yang looked at the third object, a key made entirely of 

flame-the key of sky fire. 

 

The Skyfire Key can be instantly teleported to the Spirit Fire Pond after use. Be careful, it is not a 

peaceful place! 

 



“We are in the game, so rush back.” 

 

“The mechanism has been triggered, go back soon.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang heard the noise outside. It was from the Wind Element Protoss. He sneered on his face and 

activated the Skyfire Key. In the blink of an eye, Lu Yang disappeared. When Malkan came back, Lu Yang 

had disappeared. , There was only one fire-type main **** who was killed, but Malkan did not inquire 

about any useful news, the fire-type main **** was still killed, he didn’t know how to explain to the 

wind-type **** King Hamings. 

 

The other side. 

 

In a crimson space, Lu Yang stood in front of a huge fire flame demon. He was more than 2 meters high 

and his whole body was burning with flames. It seemed that he was a strong adult man with muscles all 

over his body. Zhang looks like. 

 

Flame Demon God (Middle God·Lord) 

 

Level: 190 

 

Qi and blood: 800000/800000 

 

“Despicable human beings, you are going to die here.” The Flame Demon opened the big mouth formed 

by the flame, just about to spray out the flame. 

 

“Magma Crack” 

 

Lu Yang appeared in front of the Flame Demon God instantly, swiping his fists out at a speed of 0.1 

seconds. Every time the Flame Demon God was hit, his body stiffened for 0.03 seconds. Although it was 



just a moment of dizziness, it interrupted the Flame Demon God. The attack, the persecuting Flame 

Demon God can only switch to other attack skills. 

 

But the problem is that all the abilities of the Flame Demon God need to be shaken before casting a 

spell, which causes that every time the Flame Demon God wants to release any skill, it will be 

interrupted by Lu Yang’s magma cracking punch. 

 

The 800,000 qi and blood was hit 300,000 under Lu Yang’s super strong spell wounds in an instant, and 

the Flame Demon God did not have instant range skills. As a result, the Flame Demon God died without 

releasing a single skill. 

 

Fire **** rank (level 10), after use, it increases 1000 fire damage. 

 

Lu Yang picked up the Godhead and put it into his backpack, nodded in satisfaction, and walked forward. 

 

He has also been to the Spirit Fire Pool in the previous life. He is very familiar with the situation here. 

Non-Fire players who enter the Spirit Fire Pool will suffer 1% fire damage per second, but the Fire God 

level players will not be affected. hurt. 

 

The flame spring in the spirit fire pool is at the deepest point of this map, and you will reach it by 

walking another 5 kilometers, and the flame demon **** in the spirit fire pool is the monster that Lu 

Yang urgently needs to kill. Only the godheads that are exploded by killing them will be level 10 or 

above, which can be used to counter the rebellion of all parties. 

 

This was the first major rebellion in Lu Yang’s newly occupied area, and it was also the easiest one. Lu 

Yang could imagine that when a large number of players reached level 200, or after reaching level 190, 

the Orma area and Klau What will the Dior area and Tom’s area be messed up? 

 

While Lu Yang continued to fight monsters forward, on the other side, in each major area, new powers 

were emerging, but the players of these powers did not know that Tu Feng’s spies were also mixed in. 

 

These spies are all under Bagley’s command. The big liar Bagley has finally found the ultimate goal of his 

life, which is also the meaning of his future life. is to establish a huge spy agency to improve his 

Ambition. 



 

Firebird Fortress, near a 180-level lower **** map area not far away, hundreds of players are gathering 

together, and the leading player shouted excitedly: “Brothers, this failure is not a big deal. Everyone 

listen to me. Although we don’t have money and manpower now, as long as we work hard together, 

when Lu Yang attacks the Chekova and Steiger areas, it’s the time when we rise up. , We can occupy an 

area and become our territory.” 

 

Hundreds of players in front of him shouted in excitement, and one of the spies reported the incident to 

Bagley, and Bagley felt that the situation was not good, found Tu Feng, and said: “Boss The most 

worrying thing is probably about to happen.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded and said, “The costless rebellion is the most terrible. As long as one or two people who 

can deceive people appear, they can quickly gather a group of people to participate in the rebellion. It 

does not matter if they lose. A few pieces of equipment, but as long as they win, they will build a 

fortress for making money.” 

 

Bagley said: “We have to urge the boss to transfer the main force as soon as possible. Making money is 

one aspect. This is also a huge problem. Moreover, I heard that the government is planning to reduce 

the income in making money.” 

 

There are too many people making money here in Lu Yang. It used to be 6 million people, but because of 

population reasons, there are already 10 million players in the village. As for Ayala, Pado, and Li 

Wenxing, everyone has About 2 million players are in Tuntian. With so many professional money-making 

players, the official can still load it, but the military of various countries is not happy. 

 

Originally, the money was given to players from all over the world, but now they have all gone into the 

pockets of Huaxia and its affiliated guild players, which really makes them unhappy. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1974 - Phase 2 



  

After the two discussed, they gathered all the information about the rebel forces discovered recently. Tu 

Feng found Lu Yang and reported it. 

 

“According to the report of the spies, it is possible to determine the number of rebel forces with more 

than 1,000 people. There are more than 800, and the number can be as many as tens of thousands of 

people gradually gathering together. As you said, there is no cost of rebellion, really It’s terrible.” Tu 

Feng said with some trepidation. There are too many enemies, which makes him a little worried. 

 

The key problem is that these enemies can’t really be killed. As long as they are still in the game, they 

will keep rebelling. Anyway, if they shout a slogan, there will be a hot-headed player rushing forward 

and following desperately. 

 

Today’s team was broken up. Tomorrow he ran over and called out and gathered hundreds of thousands 

of people. The Jagged Brothers could not chase and kill them specifically. After all, they weren’t a real 

murderer. They still wanted Lu Yang to really go. Trouble them. 

 

If the Jagged Brotherhood really hunts down some of their players, it will give them a reputation and 

make more players choose to rely on them. 

 

Lu Yang was killing the Flame Demon God. He attacked while listening to Tu Feng’s words. After Tu Feng 

finished speaking, he happened to kill a Flame Demon God and said, “Take the second plan and 

gradually gather them together. Use spies to divide them.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded and said, “Yes.” 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone, picked up the second level 10 godhead, and continued to fight monsters. He 

did not rush to fill the spirit fire source with energy, but squatted on the map of the spirit fire pond for a 

few days, calling more than 500 A 10-level godhead. 

 

In fact, Lu Yang wanted to build a sentry tower and send others to help, but only one person can enter 

the Spirit Fire Pool at a time, so Lu Yang had no other way. 

 



Although Lu Yang now has tens of millions of players, “Second World” is a fair game. The higher the 

map, the fewer players are allowed to enter. 

 

Lu Yang felt that the amount was about the same, then stopped, and walked to a small pot of obsidian 

full of flames not far ahead, and charged it into the source of spiritual fire. 

 

System reminder: The Spirit Fire Pond is about to close and the countdown begins 

 

5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang was teleported back to Heavenly God City. He returned to the guild’s 

lobby in Heavenly God City and called Hei Yan, and said, “Get me 530 middle-ranked Shenhuo Mage. It’s 

not required to be strong. , My old brother will do it.” 

 

“Eh.” Hei Yan nodded and immediately sent a message. Now the entire guild’s mage legion is under 

Heiyan’s control. Heiyan himself has also become one of the guild’s vice presidents. As a meritorious 

service, his status is only Behind the five main vice presidents, Zhuojiu and White Lion. 

 

Of course, the various mage legions actually belonged to the legions of Zhuojiu and others, but Heiyan 

issued the order and they still had to obey. 

 

Not long after, more than 500 fire mages arrived. They thought Hei Yan was looking for them, but they 

didn’t expect that their old mainland Yang was also there, and they all greeted Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang couldn’t help but smile when he saw the group of people. He opened the three-dimensional 

map and said, “Stop talking nonsense with you, I’ll give you a task. Now I will be scattered to these 53 

fortresses and kill them for me.” 

 

“Uh.” A fire mage scratched his head, and said with a smile: “Boss, we are going to go, I’m afraid we 

can’t beat it.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s not bad, and self-knowledge, I didn’t let you go like this and see what it is.” 

 

He put the God of Vulcan in front of them, and said: “Go to the warehouse and get a Volvara armor and 

bug suit, and equip it with the God of Vulcan. I will give you only one order. There will be a group of 10 

people. Human enemies, let me kill as many enemies as possible, and kill them openly.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” A group of people excitedly led the godhead and ran away. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t need to assign them specific tasks. All players in the Jagged Brotherhood were 

accustomed to the fighting style. There were five people in a small team and two teams to guard against 

it day and night. Whenever someone wanted to attack, they would rush to kill the enemy. 

 

After waiting for them to leave, Lu Yang quit the game and took a rest. He hadn’t had a good rest in the 

Spirit Fire Pond for several days, so he could take a break this time. 

 

The other side. 

 

Tu Feng and Bagley had already started their second spy operation. After they each issued orders to the 

spies, the spies who were active in the various army groups became active. 

 

In the forest outside Black Star Fortress. 

 

Marktro stood on a rock and shouted loudly, “My brothers, this area is not Lu Yang’s, it belongs to 

Roland, we want to take it back.” 

 



The players cheered together, and Pillanlov, who was hiding in the crowd, cheered, but the difference 

was that he was a spy under Lu Yang. He just got news and decided to add fire. 

 

“Boss, I have a suggestion.” Pillanlov shouted.  

 

Marktro was excited when he suddenly saw someone put forward other opinions. He was unhappy. This 

is his stage, not someone else’s stage. He frowned and asked, “Do you have any suggestions.” 

 

Pillanlov walked up to Marktro in excitement and said loudly to the hundreds of players in front of him: 

“Guys, as far as I know, there are many organizations like us near us. We are alone. Too lonely, I suggest 

that we go find them to unite, as long as we are united together, it will be a huge strength. At that time, 

when Lu Yang was fighting with Chekova and Roland, we fought with many people. , In order to grab the 

fortress and hold the fortress.” 

 

“Correct.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“merge.” 

 

… 

 

The hundreds of people below cheered. They belonged to the brainless players. When the blood was on 

the top, they would shout whatever others shouted. 

 

Marktro frowned and looked at Pilranlov. He was a little unhappy with this young man. Although he also 

wanted to merge with other people, the question was who would be the boss after the merger. He 

pulled up such a team, not for other people. Sent to pick up the cheap ones, but he wants to lead a team 

by himself, become the leader, occupy the fortress and become the boss. 

 

Therefore, Marktro cleared his throat and said, “Brothers, I know that everyone has this idea. Let me 

contact other people. As long as they agree, we will merge and pretend to be together against Lu Yang. 

.” 



 

“Roar~!” Hundreds of people cheered together. 

 

Marktro nodded with satisfaction and continued: “However, in order to expand our influence, what we 

have to do now is to sneak attack on Black Star Fortress. This is an important gathering point for the 

lower gods of the Jagged Brotherhood. Get rid of this place and give Lu Yang has a lesson.” 

 

“Teach Lu Yang a lesson.” Hundreds of people roared towards the fortress. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1975 - Dark Demon 

  

In the Black Star Fortress, the Iron-Blood Brotherhood had already prepared ambushes, but Tu Feng and 

Kuai Half a lifetime agreed that they should hide the ambushes in the inner city. They would rather let 

the lower gods rush to the city head and hit them by surprise. Then pretend to return to the city quickly. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t go to the Black Star Fortress, and he would not care about such things anymore. He 

would leave it all to the player holding the godhead for protection. His task was to continue to search for 

the godhead. 

 

He hits all the fire-type gods can hit, and the next thing he can hit is the water god, and the location of 

this **** is in the depths of Lake Keby. He took out the teleportation scroll and flew to the Rainbow 

Fortress. 

 

In the vicinity of Keby Lake outside the Rainbow Fortress, Li Mao, Tao Fei and other girls are killing the 

Sea Dragon Demon in the lake with the help of the White Lion Army to obtain the Sea Dragon Devil Egg. 

 

Looking at the various monsters growing in the lake, the white lion wiped the sweat from his forehead, 

frowned and said, “It’s evil, we’ve been killing here for half a month, why are there endless monsters in 

the lake.” 



 

A large number of humanoid shark demons are in the water, and their strength is at the level of a 

middle god. Even with the Heart of Light and the heavy artillery of the Celestial Array Mage, they can’t 

be killed. 

 

Tao Fei and Li Mao dived into the lake to draw a wave and then rushed out again, as if they were 

endless. 

 

“According to the boss’s instructions, let us open up the secret road into Mount Aral within two months. 

From this look, it is difficult for us to complete it on time.” De Buwei said helplessly. 

 

The white lion frowned and said, “No matter what the situation is, it must be completed. Everyone must 

step up preparations and continue to bombard me.” 

 

Hundreds of thousands of people are fighting monsters in this lake. There are so many special 

professions that can’t be defeated, but they are suppressed. This makes the White Lion very angry. 

 

From morning to afternoon, Tao Fei and Li Mao and other girls had their spiritual connection below 92%. 

They heard the white lion and let them go down. As a last resort, a group of girls gritted their teeth and 

prepared to go down to the lake. 

 

But at this moment, a ray of light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in front of the white lion, looked at the 

helpless white lion and the others by the lake, and said with a smile: “What’s the matter, everyone is 

sad.” 

 

Seeing that it was Lu Yang, the white lion smiled excitedly and said, “Boss, I failed to complete your 

request. The progress here is too slow. Please punish me.” 

 

The White Lion never complained about Li Mao, Tao Fei, Luo Siyu, etc. or a single person, and all the 

responsibilities were taken. This made the familiar white lion De Bu Taste the corpse sigh in his heart. It 

is still the same as Li Mao and Tao Fei. The familiar ones are also a little surprised. 

 



Before the white lion was angry with them, don’t look at them, these girls are all beautiful, but here, 

let’s say nothing of being coquettish, the white lion dare not breathe, and if there is something wrong, 

the white lion can turn his face with them. . 

 

Originally, they thought that this task was not completed in time, and the White Lion would put the 

blame on them. After all, the White Lion and Lu Yang had a better relationship. Lu Yang would take care 

of them in order to take care of the overall situation, but they did not expect the White Lion to take the 

responsibility. 

 

“Boss, I also blame us for not working hard. There are too many blames below, and we are slow to lead.” 

Tao Fei said sorry. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I don’t mean to blame you. What are you doing in this state? We are not 

happy to sit and enjoy the world together. What are you doing? Tell me what you got. Place.” 

 

The white lion, Tao Fei, Luo Siyu, and De Buchang Zhe looked at Lu Yang gratefully. How many bosses 

should be hiding their bows at this time, but Lu Yang is still as close to them as brothers. What’s the 

good thing? Thinking of them all, doing wrong, no punishment, with such a good boss, White Lion 

doesn’t know what to say in his heart. 

 

“Boss, the more you treat me so kindly, the more uncomfortable I feel.” White Lion said moved. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and patted his arm, and said, “Family, don’t talk about the two, the next time I just got it, 

there is a lord-level mid-level **** down here, maybe they stopped you, I’ll go Get him out.” 

 

Li Mao asked curiously, “All we saw in the lake were ordinary middle-level **** mobs, but no lord 

monsters or boss monsters.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Are the monsters you’ve drawn out now are all octopus demon and shark 

demon?” 

 

Li Mao nodded and said, “Yes.” 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “The one below is the combination of the octopus demon and the shark 

demon. It is called the dark demon. It is an invisible monster on the surface of the water. It is usually 

invisible. Only when the player approaches, they will spit out a lot of shark demon and demon. Shark 

Demon, you always feel like you encounter a bunch of monsters like this. The reason is that every time 

you go down, you enter his range, so he spit out a lot of mobs, blocking your way.” 

 

Tao Fei said silently: “Then he vomits too much, there are millions of them.  

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You’ll know if I pull him up, everyone backs away, Tao Fei and Li Mao go down 

to attract strangers.” 

 

“Oh.” The two women dived into the water. 

 

Lu Yang also followed the two of them. The dark ghosts are very difficult to find. After they dissolve in 

the water, only when the player gets closer will they accidentally reveal such a faint shape, but the 

underwater is already dark, and the distance is farther. Some, you can’t see anything. 

 

Fortunately, this thing was too huge, almost as high as a hill. Lu Yang could use the power of the law 

controlled by the Demon God to grab any part of his body and throw him out. 

 

Tao Fei and Li Mao led Lu Yang down the water for a long time. After almost half an hour, they came to a 

cave near the cave. Li Mao typed and said to Lu Yang, “It’s in this cave. I guess it’s through The 

underwater tunnel of Mount Aral.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It should be here.” 

 

This is a huge cave with a width of more than 200 meters. The cave is completely dark and you can’t see 

anything. The only thing you can see is that in the distance of the light of the night pearl, the blue lake 

gradually becomes dark. 

 

“Neigh~!” The sound of neighing came from the cave. 

 

Tao Fei typed and said, “Every time we come down, we can hear this sound. We always thought it was a 

mob. 



 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You two get out of the way. You don’t need to look for it anymore. I have 

found him.” 

 

Under the water, with such a loud voice, Lu Yang could be sure that the distance between this dark 

demon and him would never exceed 100 meters, so he said the spell. 

 

“Controlled by the Devil” 

 

A palm of red golden light flew into the cave in an instant. In the dark cave, a beam of light suddenly 

appeared, and at the end of the beam, the palm of his hand suddenly caught an object. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1976 - Veteran retired 

  

“Roar!” 

 

The injured object roared, just as the opponent wanted to multiply a large number of octopus demon 

and shark demon, suddenly, a huge force of law came, and this unknown creature flew in the direction 

of Lu Yang. 

 

90 meters 

 

80 meters 

 

70 meters 

 



… 

 

When they came to a distance of 30 meters, Lu Yang, Li Mao, and Tao Fei all saw clearly what this huge 

monster looked like. 

 

This is a giant octopus head that fills the entire cave at the bottom of the lake. The red octopus head is 

like a mountain with two giant eyes, staring at Luyang. 

 

“Oh my God, it’s really as big as a mountain.” Li Mao stared blankly. 

 

“Run,” Lu Yang yelled, and at the same time, he aimed at the octopus’s head with his right hand and hit 

a magical sky burst, then he turned and ran. 

 

“ember” 

 

Lu Yang shot towards the lake with a ray of light. Because the hatred was on Lu Yang, Li Mao and Tao Fei 

were not attacked by the octopus that rushed in front of him. 

 

The two watched the octopus pass in front of them, their huge body almost touched them, and the 

octopus’s tentacles were also paddling, and they did not attack them. The two survived fortunately. . 

 

On the lake. 

 

Suddenly, the entire Keby Lake began to sway violently. Just as the white lions and the others were 

watching curiously, Lu Yang suddenly rushed out of the water, then summoned the archangel wings, 

activated the swift skill, and instantly used the ember state. The lower Lu Yang increased his movement 

speed by more than twice and disappeared on the lake. When the white lion reacted, Lu Yang had 

already appeared beside him. 

 

Without waiting for the White Lion’s question, in the next second, the surface of the smaller Kebi Lake 

exploded, and among the soaring water column, a giant octopus monster with a length of more than 

200 meters and a height of more than 50 meters fell on the ground. 

 



Its front body is an octopus, and its back body is extremely weird, some resembling a shark, and some 

resembling a sea dragon at the bottom of a lake. 

 

Dark Ghost (Lord Class) 

 

Level: Middle God 

 

Qi and blood: 5000000/5000000 

 

“Roar” 

 

The dark ghost has more than 60 tentacles all over his body. They attacked more than 60 players at the 

same time. In the blink of an eye, the tentacles slammed on the shield of the Volvara armor beetle in the 

front row, directly hitting the blood of more than 60 players. Only a trace remains. 

 

“Hurry up, I won’t be able to hold it anymore.” The players of the Shield Fighting Corps roared, but they 

didn’t wait for their words to fall. 

 

“Holy Light” 

 

A ray of light restored the blood volume of the Shield Army to full. Fortunately, the Jagged Brotherhood 

already had a tacit understanding. Any career that shouldn’t participate in the battle will never 

participate in the fight. Therefore, only 5 people are responsible for the increase in blood. A war 

profession that only defends but does not attack is not counted as participating. 

 

There are only 4 celestial array mages in the output profession, aiming at the head of the dark ghost 

together, and issuing attack skills at the same time. 

 

“boom” 

 

Four red flame light **** with a diameter of 10 meters hit the dark ghost’s head. 

 



“-5686” 

 

“-5981” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang took this opportunity to fly into the air and release the Spirit Fire 

 

continue reading! Yuan, aimed at the dark ghost and began to release his skills, Lu Yang also launched 

the strongest attack, and the heavenly flames of the gods hit the dark ghost’s body one by one. 

 

Normally, the dark ghosts can never be killed in the lake. They can only be killed when they reach the 

shore. Because of the huge size of the dark ghosts, Lu Yang can’t catch him on the stone stele of the 

trapped gods, only in the wild. Kill. 

 

Another, wanting to kill such monsters as dark ghosts is not something that this level can do. It can only 

be done after reaching a high level and equipped with a mid-level **** suit. However, Lu Yang has so 

many elites, and it can be advanced. beated. 

 

The Dark Ghost wanted to attack Lu Yang and the Heavenly God Array Mage behind, but these 

professions were hiding behind him, no matter how his tentacles attacked, he couldn’t get past the 

Volvara armor bug. 

 

After several minutes of continuous attacks, the Dark Ghost couldn’t resist it, and died on the ground, 

exploding like a pure water gem. 

 

God of Water God (Level 10), description: Add 1000 spell damage! 

 

Lu Yang walked to the corpse of the dark ghost. There was an obvious stitching area on the neck of its 

giant corpse. 

 

“God Flame Sky Burst” 



 

Several small golden fireballs interrupted the stitching thread, and the stitched area opened up, 

revealing a letter inside. 

 

Moata, the main **** of the water system: 

 

Your servant Moata is here to pray sincerely to you, the great water god. This may be the last time I 

have prayed for you. I discovered a great event, one of the nine pillar gods, the wind **** Hames is 

attacking. Kill our gods, I’m being hunted down now, maybe I’m going to die, but I’m not reconciled that 

you continue to be deceived, so I put this letter in the body of the dark ghost, I hope you can see it one 

day . 

 

System reminder: Return this letter to the Water Temple or give it to Fengshen. 

 

A smile appeared on Lu Yang’s face. Of course, he was going to hand this letter to the Water God, 

because this could unlock the Water God’s reputation. 

 

In the previous life, he was not the first to come here to kill the assassins, and no one in the Raiders area 

of the forum broke the news about this, but he didn’t expect it to be in this area. UU reading www. 

uukahnshu.com 

 

Lu Yang is in need of the Godhead of the Water God. With this, it will be easier to fight. He put away the 

letter and said to the White Lion: “I will accompany you to open up and fight together.” 

 

The white lion nodded and accompany Lu Yang for a day’s time. When it was time to rest in the evening, 

Lu Yang said to the white lion: “I will leave this to Li Mao and Tao Fei for the time being tomorrow, and 

you will go outside with me.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” White Lion asked curiously. He felt that Lu Yang’s tone was a little sad when he 

spoke. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Not only you, but Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei, Kuai Bansheng and Feiyu, Zhou 

Tianming, they all have to come over, one is to open the real estate, the other is to prepare to bid 

farewell to some old brothers. Up.” 



 

The so-called real estate opening refers to the fact that the Jagged Brothers bought a small half of the 

land in the development zone before housing prices in the development zone rose. Later, after a part of 

it was built into houses, it became the Jagged Brothers’ own house. 

 

In the future, the development zone is defined as an international game city. A large number of high-

tech companies have moved over, and even several leading domestic companies have also come. As a 

result, the housing prices here have soared from the original two to three thousand. 30,000 to 40,000, 

and continue to rise. 

 

The fathers of Xia Yuwei, Zhang Zibo and others are the heroes in the establishment of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. 

 

continue reading! Lao, in order to reward them, as well as Xia Yuwei, Zhuojiu, Baishi and others for their 

help, Lu Yang gave them corresponding shares in this newly-built real estate company. 

 

This time, more than 100,000 houses were built, and the pre-sale period was already sold out. At that 

time, the house price was more than 30,000 yuan per flat, but now it has risen to more than 40,000. No 

one sells Luyang. On the contrary, one is happier. 

 

Although the house is sold out, there will still be a ribbon-cutting ceremony tomorrow. Lu Yang will take 

the old brothers to cut the ribbon. If you make money, everyone will make it together. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1977 - Lu Yang\'s plan 

  

Lu Yang is not short of money now, he has so much money in his hands that he does not know how to 

spend it. The in-game business not only has fortresses, but Jin Buhuan’s potions have been sold to the 

entire New World and become the most powerful drug provider in the New World. , Occupies 66% of 



the New World share, and all other pharmaceutical merchants in the world together account for the 

remaining 34%. This is what Jin Buhuan does not want to do too much, leaving a way for others. 

 

Pharmacy is now extremely profitable, not to mention those expensive and rare potions, which are just 

ordinary potions. More than 8 billion players around the world fight monsters in the New World, and at 

least 4.5 billion people buy medicine here in Jinbuhuan. 

 

The net profit of the medicine money earned every day is in 100 million units, followed by US dollars or 

Euros, and the second more profitable business is the financial business in the game. While Qi Yun is 

making money in reality, he finally takes the financial Tentacles reached into the game. 

 

At present, the Jagged Brotherhood occupies most of the territory of the New World, and it is regarded 

as a peaceful world. With no war to fight, the financial system is very stable. 

 

The loan business in the game is so terrifying that it is unimaginable. The money earned in this piece is 

almost double the profit of the medicine. 

 

If not to mention the financier’s horror, Lu Yang is fortunate that he accepted a legend like Qi Yun. At 

the same time, now that the price of gold is rising, the world’s largest gold mine discovered by Lu Yang 

has also entered an outbreak period. The cash earned is the same as the pharmacy. 

 

The fourth industry is farming. Although it is not as profitable as the previous three, it is also a huge sum 

of money. The farming of tens of millions of people has a monthly income of several billion euros. 

 

With these four pillar industries, Lu Yang simply doesn’t like the small money in the development zone. 

Therefore, except for the vast majority of the money he earns now for future warfare, he has an idea, 

and he is right. Facing what needs to be done. 

 

Some of the brothers in the Jagged Brotherhood are old, even if they think that they can live their lives 

by playing games, but the pressure at home and their own lack of self-confidence make them have to 

quit the game. 

 

During this period of time, there are many players from the Jagged Brothers League who have applied to 

withdraw from the game. Among them, they are divided into three categories. One is ordinary people. 



They have made money in the game. They have swept the world with Lu Yang, especially in Tuntian for 

nearly two years. They have made hundreds of thousands of dollars. They want to return to their 

ordinary lives. They want to buy a house, find a wife, have a child, find a general job, or become a taxi 

driver, or deliver food, or become a Clerk, have a stable life. 

 

The other type is different from ordinary people. These people are rich and powerful at home, or people 

who can get the shadow of their parents. 

 

Either they become civil servants, or they have businesses in the family that need to be inherited, or 

they can find better jobs, belonging to the white-collar and gold-collar categories. 

 

The third category is getting older. Many people enter the game at the age of 50 or 60. Virtual helmets 

are their lifelong desire. When they were young, science did not develop to that level. Now that they 

have it, they are old. 

 

In the game they played for several years, following Lu Yang sweeping the world, allowing players all 

over the world to see the strength of Huaxia players. 

 

Since the year of the National Warfare, players in the national server have become a nightmare for all 

players in the world. No one dares to humiliate players in the national server in competitive 

competitions. No one dares to say that China is just a dish of loose sand and a built castle. You can kick 

this kind of words with your feet. 

 

Their lives have been perfect, and the high-intensity combat of the Jagged Brothers, they can’t hold on, 

so they want to retire and only be ordinary casual players in the Jagged Brothers. 

 

It is enough to have time to go fishing, see the mountains and rivers, and re-experience the feeling of 

being 18 years old. For more time, they need to exercise their bodies in reality, keep their bodies 

healthy, and pay attention to high blood pressure, heart disease and all kinds of common old age. It’s 

impossible to stay up late for two or three nights like before to defend the tiger’s mouth with Lu Yang, 

fight the Group of Eight, defeat Orma, destroy Tom, and mutilate Radvedev. 

 

Although Lu Yang is a big heart, these people are all his brothers, brothers who are closer to his 

relatives. Without them, the Iron-Blood Brotherhood would have disappeared long ago. Without them, 

they would fight like Lu Yang desperately. How can there be today’s results? 



 

Now the Jagged Brothers League has risen from the ground, becoming the No. 1 guild standing on the 

top of the world. The game has become so profitable again, but they are leaving. 

 

Isn’t the so-called accomplishment and retreat like this? 

 

But how could Lu Yang be willing to leave them, because there were too many people, and more than 

one million people had to leave. Lu Yang couldn’t pay them all. There were too many people and 

couldn’t afford it. 

 

He didn’t want to watch the brothers just leave like this, although the guild gave all medical insurance, 

but he still felt that he owed these brothers. 

 

During this period of time, after discussing with Qi Yun and others, he found a solution, and he will 

announce the incident tomorrow. 

 

Waited until ten o’clock the next morning. 

 

Not far from the war studio is the place where the new building opened. Because of respect for Lu Yang, 

all the surrounding buildings were built below 33 floors. 

 

Lu Yang has never asked them so, but this is the will of all developers, showing that Lu Yang is the owner 

of the new district. 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Bai Shi and others gathered around Lu Yang, cutting the ribbon with Lu Yang, and on the 

opposite side were hundreds of media reporters. 

 

After the ribbon cutting was over, the reporters flocked to keep Lu Yang in the middle. Fortunately, 

there were enough Black Knife and the people responsible for maintaining order at the scene, so they 

didn’t let them rush up. After Black Knife maintained order, Lu Yang started. Accept the interview. 

 



In fact, the fact that players in the Jagged Brothers League chose to leave has long been known from the 

outside, but Lu Yang has not held a press conference to discuss this matter, nor has he given a follow-up 

solution. 

 

Now that Lu Yang finally showed up, all the reporters didn’t want to miss it. The first to speak was a 

reporter from China, Tongtong. 

 

“Boss Lu Yang, this time the player retires, does it mean that the Jagged Brothers has completed the 

work with the old and the new?” Hitomi asked. The question she asked was very minor. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “It is possible to bring the new with the old, but this is not the main thing, but 

the brothers have their own ideas. They have been with me for so many years. They have worked with 

me day and night and want to rest. I can’t force them to stay.” 

 

A foreign reporter immediately got up and asked, “Then how do you plan to house them? Do you let 

them leave like this? They are the heroes of the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

Chapter 1978 - Please fight 

  

Lu Yang guessed that there would be such a problem. He had already discussed with Qi Yun and other 

professionals, and said, “I will not let my brothers do it for nothing. Today I am holding this press 

conference for this matter. , I want to tell everyone in the world that within the scope of my Lu Yang 

ability, I will not treat any brother badly. We will take care of them for the rest of their lives.” Another 

reporter followed up with a question: “How are you? Manage?” Lu Yang said, “The first thing, isn’t 

everyone concerned about food safety now? In the future, the Jagged Brotherhood will open up 

breeding farms, planting fields, and fruit bases. If retired players want to do this, I’ll do it. Money 

training allows them to work in my management area, and I will raise them until they are old.” “The 

second thing is that those who are unwilling to do agriculture, and light industry, will gradually appear in 

the development zone in the future. Come here if you want to do it. I will re-create a brand with the 

Jagged Brotherhood as the center.” A reporter couldn’t help but stood up and interrupted Lu Yang, 

saying, “Sir, these words of yours are a bit whimsical and unrealistic. , 1 million people, how can you 

manage it, and more people will come in the future, do you have to manage it?” Lu Yang smiled and 

said, “Why can’t you manage it? Wal-Mart has more than 200 in the world. Ten thousand employees, a 

certain star group covers all businesses in their country. I hope Jagged Brothers can become this kind of 

enterprise. From now on, I will gradually let the company cover all industries, with Donghai City as the 

radiation, and gradually spread to the country and even the world. “The reporters were a little dazed. 

They just wanted to make things difficult for Lu Yang, but they didn’t expect Lu Yang to hear such a 

breaking news that Lu Yang wanted to develop the entire industry. A group of reporters whispered to 



each other, and they were all calculating accounts for Lu Yang. Although they didn’t know the specific 

assets of the Jagged Brotherhood, they knew how much money Lu Yang made through the fortress and 

farming in the game. The monthly income of these two items alone is enough for Lu Yang to quickly 

build a light textile factory in a short period of time. From spinning to garment making, they have all 

thought about the brand for Lu Yang-Jagged Brothers, clothes The pattern of, pants and shoes is the 

guild badge of the Jagged Brotherhood. A female reporter looked at Lu Yang in amazement, but she 

asked with emotion and incredulous: “President Lu Yang, why are you doing this? You don’t owe them 

anything, you have given them so much money. “After several wars, Lu Yang spent more than 100 billion 

euros in cash. Adding medicines, materials, equipment, and gems, it’s impossible to count them. They 

just made things difficult for Lu Yang, but if Lu Yang said these things, they There is nothing to say, only 

that Lu Yang is a bit rich and unkind. Lu Yang smiled and looked at the female reporter, and said, “China 

has an old saying that if you are poor you are good for your own sake, and if you are rich, you will 

benefit the world. I can have today. If all the brothers hold out, I can do it for them. What? In addition, 

there is another news to tell you that in the city opposite the new district, the house price there is still 

two thousand yuan. I have bought all the land there. On the one hand, it is used as a welfare house. On 

the other hand, I want The factory building.” There was an uproar in the audience. No one thought that 

Lu Yang was so efficient. For a while, he didn’t know what to say. Lu Yang saw that they had nothing to 

say, let the black knife open the way, left the scene, and returned to the game. In the game, the players 

of the Jagged Brotherhood had already exploded. Guild Channel “Brothers, the boss has found a job for 

us, and we can live the rest of our lives in peace.” “Thank you, boss, I am a pig farmer, and I also raise 

pigs in a modern way. If you can eat my assured pork, everyone must rest assured.” “I can’t do anything, 

go to the factory to work, and everything depends on the boss’s arrangements.”…Looking at their chat, 

Lu Yang finally let go of a big rock in his heart. As long as these brothers have a good life, his heart will 

be truly settled. He doesn’t care about money himself, just to avenge his last life, and step by step 

development has become like this. Now his life is not only revenge, but also responsibility. Millions of 

brothers followed him from birth to death, and others can’t fight for your youth for you, without even a 

good result. These new business projects must be losing money, but he can afford to lose it, and while 

he has money, he should let his brothers practice his hands. Even if these companies become yellow in 

the future, these brothers will all succeed and go to other companies. No need to start as an apprentice. 

With this idea in mind, the Jagged Brotherhood has begun a new round of pioneering development, and 

the players in the guild who are preparing to retire have also entered their final crazy stage. please fight! 

“Brothers, the boss was very interesting to us. Our brothers left the game. Which one didn’t leave with 

hundreds of thousands of cash. Now we have found jobs for us in old Dalian. We definitely can’t just 

leave like this.” “Agree, fight the last battle, stand the last squad, the frontal attack of Mount Yarra is 

handed over to our brothers.” “We are responsible for the frontal attack on Mount Yarra and kill 

Chekova.” “Please fight!”… …Lu Yang watched the shouts of the players on the Guild Channel, his eyes 

moistened again. His own brothers were all brothers who followed him from a very weak time. Sure 

enough, they were the most willing to give. Lu Yang also knew that it was time for the final battle 

against Chekova and others, but he still needed half a month. “The decisive battle is scheduled for half a 

month. Please be prepared for all brothers and sisters. This will be the most difficult battle for us.” Lu 

Yang said on the guild channel. Compared with any previous battle, there is no difficulty in this battle. 

On the one hand, the Jagged Brothers has never fought such a fortified battle. On the other hand, this 

time is a game that only players of lower gods and above can participate In the war, the rest were not 

even qualified to participate. Therefore, the number of players that can actually participate in the battle 



of the Jagged Brothers will not exceed 6 million. Some of them will defend Liu Jie at the Heavenly Sword 

Fortress, and some will defend Steiger at the Hundred Flowers Fortress, and will eventually be able to 

participate in the Battle of Mount Yalar. The number of players is only about 3 million. The vice 

presidents such as Zhuojiu and Baishi immediately began preparations, and the millions of people in the 

entire Jagged Brotherhood began to take action in an orderly manner. The other side. Chekova, Liu Jie, 

and Steiger were dumbfounded. They thought that Lu Yang’s offensive would take half a year later, or 

even more time later, but they didn’t expect that Lu Yang would dare to wage war so long in advance. I 

don’t even care about my backyard. 

 

Chapter 1979 - Veteran charge 

  

Inside a special space. Chekova quickly found Steiger and Liu Jie. Now they are grasshoppers tied to a 

rope. Whoever dies, the other two can’t survive. Facing Lu Yang’s attack, the three of them frowned. 

Chikova first said: “I need your two’s support. We must defeat this attack of the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

Liu Jie looked at Chiko. Baby, during this period of time, although the relationship between him and 

Steiger and Chekova is very close, the three of them still guard against each other, especially Steiger’s 

sudden surrender, which caused them to be very Uncomfortable. The second point is that the three of 

them do not belong to each other. In terms of defensive capabilities, Liu Jie does not know Chekova’s 

true defensive capabilities. Even if he arranges a spy, the position of the spy is not high and he knows 

about this matter. Too little. One last point, Chekova is very uncomfortable now. She herself is messed 

up internally. The former Radvedev’s old ministry has been framing Chekova as a traitor sent in by Lu 

Yang, causing them to split internally. “Tell me, if Lu Yang comes to beat you, how long can you hold 

on?” Liu Jie asked. Steiger also looked at Chekova, with the same question, and said: “This time Lu Yang 

is attacking your position, the two of us are not very threatened. Both of us should be able to send 

troops to help you.” Chekova is sincere. I hope the two can help her, but she is even more worried that 

Steiger is not helping, but helping Lu Yang to open the fortress of Mount Yalar. Therefore, the best way 

is to defend Mount Yalar alone. “Let’s put it this way, they will never be able to defeat the Yalar Fortress 

frontally. What is difficult is the mountains on both sides of the Yalar Fortress. Although they are steep 

and steep, Lu Yang will definitely attack here. I can hold on for a month at most. More time, I can’t hold 

on.” Chekova said. Liu Jie and Steiger looked at each other, and both were surprised. Steiger said: “If you 

can hold on for a month, Lu Yang will definitely withdraw.” Chekova shook her head and said, “What I 

mean. I’m not worried about Lu Yang coming up for a month, but my capital chain will be broken, and 

my guild will be bankrupt and liquidated. Therefore, I need the cash support of the two of you.” Liu Jie 

said, “I will earn money recently. I have a lot of money, and I can give you support.” There was no war 

with Steiger. The things he fought in the vast northern area were sold clean in the Tianyu God City, and 

he made a lot of cash. The same was true for Steiger. Although the two did not make as much money as 

Lu Yang, they made a lot of money by spreading out the farm and fighting monsters in the wild. “I can 

also support a part.” Steiger said. Chekova showed a triumphant expression, and said, “As long as we 

have enough money, Lu Yang can’t fight in. After all, this is a battle between the lower gods and the 

middle gods, and no one else has the right to intervene, Lu It’s useless to have a lot of people, and I’m 

defending the rugged Yalar Mountains. Lu Yang lost this time.” Steiger and Liu Jie didn’t fully believe in 

Chekova, they still looked worried, but now They couldn’t help it. Steiger definitely didn’t dare to send 



troops to fight the Hundred Flowers Fortress, and Liu Jie did not dare to fight the Heavenly Sword 

Fortress. The point of breaking the game was here in Mount Yarra. Lu Yang also had the same idea. After 

deciding on his war strategy, he would spend the next half a month nesting in Lake Kebi to fight 

monsters to obtain sea dragon eggs. He didn’t want to stay here, but the Temple of Water was in the 

northwest region of the New World. In the cold sky, he had this letter but couldn’t make it through, so 

he could only kill Chekova. Han Tianhai. At present, the main developer is Chekova, which is also the 

only capital for Chekova to lead the two-headed eagle guild to participate in the fight with the Jagged 

Brotherhood. Thousands of kilometers behind Mount Aral is an area where the temperature is below 0 

degrees all year round. There is an endless sea, and all creatures entering the sea will feel the extremely 

cold temperature. The actual area of this sea area is hundreds of times larger than that of the lava sea. It 

can be said that three-quarters of the New World is the Hantian Sea, and the other quarter is the New 

World. The reason why Lu Yang wanted to kill Chekova first was also here. Only by breaking the path of 

Chekova, Liu Jie, and Steiger hiding westward into the cold sky can they have a chance to eliminate 

them. In fact, the northernmost part of the New World, which is the area where Liu Jie is located, also 

has a sea area, but there is the Arctic area, which has been frozen for thousands of years. What Lu Yang 

is most worried about now is that Liu Jie will escape into the Arctic region after his defeat. The 300,000 

arrogant Moon Shadow Wolf scavenge in the Arctic region. On the one hand, he is looking for the 

fortress where Liu Jie can sneak into the Arctic region. Liu Jie opened up more fortresses in the Arctic 

region. Now it seems that the time is almost ripe. After two weeks of killing monsters in Kebi Lake, I got 

more than 10,000 sea dragon eggs, and 10,000 little spiders under Lu Yang, namely Li Mao and Tao Fei. 

The members of the sister group all possessed the transformation ability of the Sea Dragon Demon, 

which was enough to support them to enter the opposite area through Lake Kerby. Because Lake Kebi is 

the lake where the middle **** is located, things that become below the **** level cannot last for too 

long here, but the sea dragon demon state can always exist. Here, the sea dragon demon sneaked in, 

and on the other side, all the lower **** players under Lu Yang gathered together and began their war 

preparations. More than 600 lower **** players were gathered by Lu Yang, of which 1 million guarded 

the Chiefs Fortress, 2 million guarded the Hundred Flowers Fortress, and the remaining 3 million people 

gathered in the first-line area of the Yalar Mountain Fortress. Lu Yang stood under the Yalar Mountain 

Fortress, looking at the steep and lofty mountains, face was extremely solemn, and Chekova had nearly 

1 million lower gods under him, attacking from top to bottom in dangerous positions throughout the 

mountains, and they had the advantage. In this attack, Lu Yang didn’t have much to attack the scrolls of 

the lower gods, and he obeyed the advice of his brothers and didn’t use scrolls. It wasn’t that Lu Yang 

didn’t want to use it, but that he couldn’t use it now. In order to wipe out the enemy in the final battle, 

Lu Yang could only pretend that he hadn’t hit the scrolls, and used the players to pile up the victory of 

the war. However, when Lu Yang was worried, on the other side, the 1.3 million “old pawns” and the 1.3 

million old players were standing in front of the battle. Everyone’s faces were full of smiles, and they 

didn’t do anything. I am worried about the cruelty of this war. They really don’t worry, because of the 

other 2.7 million people standing behind them, half of them are their nephews, cousins, or cousins, as 

well as young comrades brought out by them. There are successors in the Jagged Brotherhood, they left 

peace of mind, and it is their glory to be able to perform the last performance in front of their 

descendants. “Brothers, when we are on the court, we should let the children know how difficult it is for 

us to follow the boss of Lu Yang to lay down this country.” “We want them to see what is meant by 

giving and what is meant by not Please in return, what is meant by brotherhood and comradeship.” 

“Brothers, follow me and tell our descendants that the Jagged Brotherhood can go to this day not only 



by equipment, skills, and numbers, but also by brotherhood. It’s the last performance, brothers, don’t 

lose the chain. For the last time, I worked hard for the boss in the game, and used the courage of the 

year. Iron-blooded brotherhood, kill~!” “Kill~!” Over 1.3 million iron-blooded brothers The old players of 

the League who are about to quit the game launched the last battle of their gaming life towards various 

areas of Mount Yarra. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1980 - Bloody Battle at Mount Aral 

  

On the mountains on both sides of the Yalar Fortress, there are a total of 1012 trails that can be 

climbed. Each road can only accommodate up to 10 people walking side by side. The narrowest road is 

difficult for one person to pass. 

 

Faced with this situation, the Jagged Brothers’s 1.3 million was evenly distributed among these 1,012 

small roads, launching a full-scale attack on the enemy, and the war entered the most tragic situation 

from the beginning. 

 

The Jagged Brotherhood has Volvara armor bug suits, but after Liu Jie was smashed by Lu Yang’s Volvara 

armor bug suit last time, the dark warriors and the temple behind them deliberately tried their best to 

fight for them. Restrain the potion formula of Zerg equipment. 

 

After using this potion, it will cause an additional 100 points of fixed damage to the Zerg. Therefore, the 

Volvara armor insect suit has no advantage against this potion. Anything that appears will be killed. 

 

In the absence of equipment that can resist damage, players of the Jagged Brotherhood can only use 

experience to attack hard. Fortunately, these mountain roads are not very smooth. The settings in the 

game do not automatically aim when the player attacks, but Can only attack the designated location, 

which gives players of the Jagged Brotherhood a place to escape. 

 

Lu Yang and the White Lion are both standing behind the offensive team. This battle does not require 

much command, because this is a frontal attack. The two sides are competing with each other in 



technique and willpower. Which side is exhausted first and cannot hold it first. One party must admit 

defeat. 

 

All of Chekova’s lower-level gods and middle-level gods were arranged on the front line, and he didn’t 

even have players ready. 

 

Lu Yang has a reserve force, and another 1.7 million lower **** players stand behind the attacking 

players and watch them attack. 

 

In the sky, the air combat brigade of the Jagged Brothers was fighting against Chekova’s air combat 

legion. It was temporarily unable to provide ground combat support. At present, the only one who can 

provide support to the attacking brothers is the Celestial Array Master. After so long, The number of 

celestial array mages under Lu Yang has reached 100. 

 

More than 10,000 **** flame mages provided support for these 100 people, and 100 flame arrays were 

aimed at the bottom of the mountain. 

 

“Fire the cannon.” Hei Yan issued orders again and again, and the artillery kept falling on the No. 112 

peak of Mount Yarra. 

 

This is the main peak of the Yarra Mountains. If this area can be captured, it can form a dive attack from 

above and below to the enemies on both sides, so this is also the most anxious point. 

 

Responsible for the attack on the 112th mountain range is the first legion commander of the First Legion 

of the Iron Brotherhood. The 53-year-old veteran player has been fighting for a century. 

 

He was one of the first to follow Lu Yang. He joined with Tu Feng in the early days of the formation of 

the scattered group. It has been more than 6 years, almost 7 years ago. 

 

Who can think of it, more than 6 years have passed since the time flies. I think back then, Hundred Years 

Campaign was still a 47-year-old player with a stable job and a stable life. After no pursuit, I entered the 

game to make up for the regrets of my youth. 

 



Also in order to resist the Bloodthirsty Overlord, he joined the Jagged Brotherhood, and he has been 

with Lu Yang all the way to the present, and he has also become a legion commander from an ordinary 

player. 

 

He was originally qualified to be the commander of the army, but his body did not allow him to work so 

hard. Therefore, he worked in the position of commander for more than three years. Among the juniors 

he was promoted, seven of them became The commander of the big army, under the strong request of 

everyone, he became a commander of the army only in the fourth year of joining the Jagged 

Brotherhood. 

 

Now two years have passed. The father is fifty-three years old. His son and daughter-in-law gave him a 

fat grandson. His son is the commander of the 1243th Legion of the Jagged Brothers League, in order to 

allow his son to develop in the game with peace of mind. , He also decided to quit the game because his 

body did not allow him to stay up anymore, and was going to take his grandson back home to take care 

of his life. 

 

This was his last battle. It was also his initiative to apply to attack No. 112 Peak. After watching a burst of 

artillery fire, the unharmed Heavenly Demon Peak, a hundred years of battle, patted the dust on his 

body, and said to the players around him: “This game The change is really annoying. After the skill is no 

longer a regular kill, anyone hiding in the attack range can’t be killed.” 

 

Next to him was a captain named Zhao Changhe, 33 years old, who was forced to leave the game by his 

family and had to find someone to marry and have children, so he also had to leave. 

 

“It’s up to us in the end. Boss, wait, I’ll take someone to rush.” Zhao Changhe said. 

 

The Hundred Years Campaign said: “Go on, we are almost reaching level 190, and there is no problem if 

we die more than 100 times. We will strive to drop below level 180 within three days.” 

 

“Hey, received it.” Zhao Changhe led the people to charge. 

 

When this side attacked frontally, on the other side, Lu Yang had already ordered the sister group to 

transform into a sea dragon demon through the channel at the bottom of Lake Keby. 

 



The channel at the bottom of Lake Keby crosses the Yalar Mountains. Now the full attack of 1.3 million 

players is to buy them time and not allow Chekova to defend the interior. 

 

The bottom of the lake. 

 

While attacking the monster in front of him, Tao Fei roared: “Sisters, the heavy responsibility of war falls 

on us again. This is the boss who trusted us and gave us this opportunity. Now on Mount Yalar, 1.3 

million will be coming soon. The old players who quit the game are charging for us. Thousands of people 

die every second. For them, for ourselves, for the Jagged Brotherhood, everyone fights.” 

 

“Fight!” Li Mao and other 10,000 sisters roared in unison, opening up with all their strength. 

 

On the frontal battlefield of Mount Yalar, as Tao Fei said, the 1.3 million people who attacked, 

thousands of people died almost every second. 

 

From the place where they died in battle, they have to die every few steps, and when they die, the 

healing profession hiding in the distance will resurrect them in situ, and they will continue to take a step 

forward. was then killed again. 

 

It doesn’t matter if the equipment is lost, it doesn’t matter if the experience is lost, as long as they can 

continue to attack, they are considered a victory. 

 

50 meters 

 

30 meters 

 

10 meters 

 

When they rushed to the top of the mountain and fought with the players on the Chekova side, more 

than 100 of them died an average of 10 times. 

 



Arriving at the top of the mountain is the beginning of the second **** battle. The Celestial Array Mage 

can no longer attack here. In the game revision, this long-range attack skill, regardless of the enemy and 

me, will be attacked when entering the range. Therefore, the two sides started a **** battle. 

 

From the very beginning, the battle situation entered a state of anxiety. Both sides did not admit defeat 

and were fighting to the death, but overall, the Jagged Brothers side was more injured and miserable. 

 

The war was slayed from noon to night, and the two sides still did not distinguish between the winners 

and losers. The hundred years of warfare had become exhausted. He was fighting with an enemy. Facing 

the enemy’s attack, he only had to dodge. The old man saw that he could not support Stopped, he 

gritted his teeth, and suddenly woke up, anyway, he was all dead. If he was killed by the opponent, it 

would be better to be killed by himself. 

 

“Black Flame, the Heavenly God Array Mage Legion I ordered, aimed at height 112, covering the attack, 

no matter the enemy or me, all of them will be killed.” Hundred Years of War roared. 

 

Hei Yan was stunned. Even if he knew that these big buddies were willing to die, he could hardly accept 

this method and said, “But, but me?” 

 

“What nonsense, brothers can’t hold it anymore, you hurry up, we are all dead, and we are in vain.” 

Hundred Years of War said anxiously, he could not hold it anymore. 

 

Hei Yan gritted his teeth, almost holding back tears and said, “Big Brother, you are a role model.” 

 

Hei Yan hung up the phone and looked back at the players in the Celestial Array Mage Legion and 

roared: “Listen to my order, target position 112, all attack, blow me up.” 

 

 


